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Dynamic Line Rating allows for better utilisation of overhead electrical
infrastructure by dynamically determining the current carrying capacity in
real-time. It is implemented by combining measurements of the environ-
mental effects with a known model of the conductors. These models can
be automatically generated from surveys collected using LiDAR on aircraft.
But this approach is expensive and requires conductors to be clear of nearby
objects and well easily separable from each other; restricting the applica-
tion of this technology from use in urban environments. To facilitate the
automated reconstruction of conductors in these challenging environments a
new method using a structured search anchored to utility poles is proposed.
Two core concepts to recover conductors are developed, sag-compensation,
to remove the non-linear sag from the conductors before clustering, and a
3D to 2D projection, to increase conductor point density and simplify the
clustering phase. These concepts are an improvement over the previous state
of the art, which have first classified individual conductor points before per-
forming conductor recovery. It is this novelty which allows the performance
previously only achieved on high tension lines in sparse environments, to
now be possible in the more dense and cluttered urban setting. Rather than
require surveys to be conducted using costly aerial platforms, the proposed
method is designed to work with the limitations of data collected from road-
bound vehicles. A low-cost LiDAR based system for surveying infrastructure
is presented alongside the conductor recovery method. With this approach,
overhead electrical infrastructure in urban environments can be more accu-
rately and rapidly surveyed like their high tension counterparts at a fraction
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It is hard to state just how crucial the reliable delivery of electricity to
our places of home, work, and leisure is to the functioning of our society.
Like all things, our demand for electricity changes with time, whether it be
between morning and night, or on timescales spanning decades. The electrical
infrastructure we rely on needs to be designed with these requirements in
mind.
Each circuit within an electrical network has a static rating which states
the maximum capacity under normal operating conditions. These current
ratings are constrained by either safety codes which restrict the maximum
amount of conductor sag due to thermal expansion before a clearance vio-
lation occurs [1], or the point at which the conductor will begin to anneal,
causing permanent damage [2]. A line rating is calculated first when the
circuit is installed, but only adjusted infrequently afterwards. Because of the
large periods of time between rating adjustments, the ratings are conserva-
tive and based on the worst case conditions along with allowing for some
deterioration of the network.
In the last 30 years, owners and operators of transmission and distribu-
tion networks have begun to determine the capacity of individual circuits
and adjust their ratings in real-time using a process called Dynamic Line
Rating (DLR). Dynamic ratings are determined by understanding the ther-
mal relationship between the conductor’s intrinsic characteristics, electrical
load, and the ambient conditions [3]. By implementing DLR, the operators
of electrical networks can achieve a capacity of 130% when compared with
an equivalent static rating for 90% of the year [4].
DLR can be implemented by directly measuring the sag of the conductors
and calculating the amount of residual capacity before a clearance violation
1














Table 1.1: The relationship between environmental effects and their impact
on conductor capacity. Sourced from U.S Dept of Energy [3]
occurs. Alternatively, an indirect approach may be used where the envi-
ronmental effects are measured in real-time and used alongside a computer
model of the conductors to estimate the remaining capacity [5]. To directly
measure conductor sag, sensors can be mounted along the conductor’s span
to measure displacement using Differential-GPS [6], inertial sensors [7], or
targets tracked using cameras [5]. Non-contact sensors may also be used
to monitor the conductor by measuring the emitted Electromagnetic Field
(EMF). The indirect approach to span sag estimation uses sensors to mea-
sure weather along the circuit and combines this data with the known load
and physical characteristics of the line. Both of these approaches require
accurate models of the conductors’ physical characteristics. It is determining
these characteristics that the research contained within this thesis is con-
cerned with. Once installed, conductors will tend to elongate and sag with
time. The sag of the conductors will also change if the poles settle. For these
reasons, conductor models need to have additional margins to allow for the
variability in how the conductors age [8]. By reducing the cost of surveying
overhead conductors through automation, the interval between resurveying
circuits can be reduced allowing for safety margins to be more precisely de-
fined. It can also allow for DLR to be implemented in areas of electrical
networks where it may previously not have been cost-effective to do so.
2
1.1 Objective
To develop a fast and low-cost solution to determining the conductor param-
eters.
Traditionally the survey of conductor profiles has been carried out from
aircraft using LiDAR [9] or from the ground by taking manual measurements
using laser [10] or acoustic rangefinders [11]. Using aircraft is the most cost-
effective way to survey large portions of the network, but requires a significant
investment on the part of the operator and is less economically viable to
execute on smaller scales. To survey or re-survey smaller portions of the
network the conductors are often measured manually on foot; a process that
is significantly slower than its airborne counterpart.
The objective of this research is to develop a method of surveying conduc-
tors which strikes a balance between the slow manual survey and the more
expensive airborne survey. By constructing a system to survey the conduc-
tors from a moving vehicle, data can be collected at a significantly higher
rate than manually sighting each conductor to complete a measurement. The
nature of such a system will result in a large amount of data being collected
which is not relevant to the goal of conductor parametrisation. This system
will require a method of extracting and reconstructing the conductors from
the raw dataset.
1.2 Contributions
This thesis presents three significant contributions to the fields of Dynamic
Line Rating and Remote Sensing.
1. The first of these contributions is a method of pole recovery in ur-
ban environments which extends upon the existing approaches. This
method focuses on robustly localising pole tops; a requirement for the
conductor recovery methods proposed in the latter half of this thesis.
This method has been presented at two peer-reviewed conferences [12,
13].
2. The second contribution is a novel method of projecting an entire span
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consisting of multiple conductors into a 2-Dimensional space for clus-
tering. This approach to clustering conductors in 2-Dimensional space
is employed by all three of the conductor recovery methods presented
in this thesis. This clustering concept has been published at a peer-
reviewed conference [14]
3. The third contribution is a method of determining the layout of the
conductors and estimating their sag prior to clustering. This knowledge
decreases the complexity of clustering conductors and increases the
overall conductor recovery performance. This method of preprocessing
conductors has been submitted to a journal.
1.3 Thesis Organisation
The main contributions of this thesis are presented in chapters 5-8 while
the earlier chapters 2-4 cover prior work and provide information regarding
experiment setup.
• Chapter 2: Foundational Work
This chapter contains an overview of previous attempts to recover con-
ductors from scans collected using both airborne and terrestrial Li-
DAR. Comparisons are drawn between methodologies, types of con-
ductors, and target environments. Also included is a review of various
approaches to reconstructing utility poles in urban environments.
• Chapter 3: Data Acquisition System
This chapter chronicles the development of the Data Acquisition Sys-
tem used to collect the test data used throughout this research. It
contains discussions around various design decisions and comparisons
between different sensor technologies.
• Chapter 4: Pipeline
To develop the recovery methods discussed in later chapters a frame-
work which manages data and classifiers was developed. This chapter
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contains a detailed explanation of how this framework operates, the
design decisions involved in creating it, and the other software compo-
nents and libraries it works with.
• Chapter 5: Proposed Method for Utility Pole Recover
For the reliable recovery of conductors in urban environments, a robust
method of determining utility pole locations was required. This chapter
contains the pole recovery method developed along with a comprehen-
sive performance evaluation.
• Chapter 6: Proposed Method for Conductor Recovery
This chapter is the first of three focusing on the recovery of overhead
conductors. This chapter outlines much of the terminology and general
method of conductor recovery which is expanded upon in later chapters.
• Chapter 7: Proposed Method for Conductor Clustering using Sag Com-
pensation
This chapter presents a method for sag estimation and compensation
within a span to address shortcomings in the approach discussed in the
previous chapter.
• Chapter 8: Proposed Method for Conductor Clustering using Multiple
Sag Models
This chapter contains the ultimate method developed for the recovery
of conductors in urban environments. It extends the sag compensa-
tion method presented in the previous chapter and overcomes various
shortcomings contained within the prior approaches.
• Chapter 9: Conclusion






This chapter gives a review of the current methods of automatically modelling
overhead electrical infrastructure. It is divided into two main sections, the
first focusing on conductor span recovery, and second on utility pole recovery.
Many of the existing methods of conductor recovery do not make use of the
utility poles they are suspended from, and thus most of the previous work
on electrical networks is contained within the conductor recovery section.
However, in the cluttered urban environments of interest to this research, a
comprehensive understanding of space around the conductors can be highly
beneficial to their recovery. As such, the pole recovery section includes many
works not specifically relevant to electrical networks, but also urban surveying
and environment classification for autonomous vehicles.
2.1.1 Applications
There are two primary applications for accurate models of overhead electrical
infrastructure. The most significant likely being the economic advantage of
facilitating the implementation of Dynamic Line Rating (DLR). When an
overhead circuit is installed, it is given a capacity rating. This rating is
constrained by the clearance around the conductor as the conductor will sag
due to thermal expansion caused by current losses and environmental factors.
DLR allows for this capacity rating to be adjusted as environmental factors
change; such as wind and solar radiation [15]. These surveys can be used to
implement DLR after the conductors have been installed, or to reconfigure
overhead conductors to achieve a higher capacity rating [16].
The second application of survey data is for generating a contextual un-
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derstanding of the environment the conductors are situated in; primarily
modelling vegetation encroachment. The processes for using LiDAR data for
vegetation management and data accuracy validation are well established
[17], albeit manually. Most commonly, helicopters are the survey platform of
choice used measuring tree encroachment and corridors [18]. In more recent
years LiDAR data has been fused with hyperspectral imagery to classify trees
and automate the process of monitoring the surrounding environment [19].
As faster sensors have been developed, this technology has been integrated
into fixed-wing aircraft allowing for classification of vegetation over larger
areas [20].
2.2 Conductor Recovery
The automated reconstruction of power-line spans is not new to the field of
remote sensing; there have been many methods developed. Many of these
have focused on reconstructing high tension spans from LiDAR data collected
from aircraft[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. These methods show some common pat-
terns. With the application of voxel-based, density-based, and location-based
filters the majority of non-conductor points are removed from the scan. Af-
terwards, conductor primitives are assigned to the conductor like regions;
these regions are usually identified by comparing the magnitude of the three
eigenvalues describing the local point distribution. A region growing algo-
rithm may then be used to cluster these primitives into larger groups before
either RANSAC or least squares is used to fit a conductor model.
One reason that the bulk of conductor recovery research has been focused
on high tension spans is these have large inter-span distances and more clear-
ance from the ground and other objects in the scan. In spans where conduc-
tors are packed closely it is challenging to calculate eigenvalues for a single
conductor. The method proposed by Jwa et al. worked around this issue
by using the Hough Transform first to recover the compass direction of the
conductors [27].
It is uncommon for conductor recovery methods to first recover the power-
poles or pylons to constrain the conductor search. However, as pointed out
by Guo et al, locating the pylons first is helpful for power line reconstruction
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[28]. Guo used the JointBoost classifier to identify regions of the point cloud
likely belonging to high tension pylons. Between these pylons, a structured
search was conducted which identified conductor primitives. Like the previ-
ous methods, a region growing algorithm was used to cluster these primitives
followed by RANSAC to fit a conductor model.
Cheng et al [29] developed one of the few previous methods for recon-
structing power lines using vehicle-mounted LiDAR. Like many of the other
conductor recovery methods Cheng using a bottom-up approach, first apply-
ing filters, then reconstructing the conductors from more primitive segments.
Unlike previous methods, Cheng’s method needed to be more robust to seg-
ments of the conductors being unobserved due to obstruction from other
objects; something that is uncommon in scans collected from aircraft. For-
tunately for Cheng, while portions of the conductors were obscured from
view, the conductors were well separated from each other allowing for the
computation of eigenvalues; a feature that was used for the reconstruction.
2.2.1 Conductor Points Identification
The most common approach used to recover conductors is to start by first
identifying small regions of the point cloud which are conductor-like. These
conductor-like primitives are then used to reconstruct the entire conductor
span. Building a robust system to define these conductor primitives is key
to the performance of the rest of the recovery process; and is not a trivial
task. The conductor recovery method proposed by Liang et al. overcame
this challenge by requiring the conductor region to be manually delineated
[30]. Sidestepping the problem is perhaps a reasonable stop-gap solution. A
human can quickly make a crude selection, leaving the computer to extract
and refine the conductor models. Of course, the ultimate goal is the complete
automation of the conductor recovery process, and the remainder of the
discussed methods are designed to accomplish this.
The identification of conductor-like primitives requires descriptive fea-
tures to be created. Many methods make use of a Digital Elevation Model
(DTM)[21, 29, 31] to develop point features; including that proposed by
Liang et al. Liang used the height of a point above the DTM along with the
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LiDAR return information as features to classify conductor points. The Li-
DAR return information contains information about the object the laser hit,
including the intensity, and order of returns, if multiple objects where gen-
erated. Liang’s method measures the distance between the first and second
return. If they are far apart, it is likely that the point may be a conductor, as
conductors generally have a large amount of vertical clearance. However, if
the returns are closely packed then the object is more likely to be the canopy
of a tree. The Dempster-Shafter method is used to combine these features
and determine the point class. It is important to note that methods that
make use of the relationships between multiple returns are likely to be heav-
ily dependent on the sensors perspective, i.e methods for airborne LiDAR
would be less effective on datasets collected from vehicle-mounted LiDAR.
Many methods ignore any LiDAR return information and instead base
their point classification on the local point distribution [29, 31, 22, 27, 28].
One challenge that occurs when classifying points based on the local dis-
tribution, is handling when the conductors are close together. Commonly
the magnitude of the eigenvalues are compared to identify linear structures
within the point cloud, but these can be distorted if multiple conductors are
within the calculation window. The method proposed by Mclaughlin et al.
made use of an ellipsoid shaped window aligned with the flight path to reduce
the probability that multiple conductors would pollute the feature generation
[26]. This method exploits the fact that the aircraft likely flies parallel to the
conductors.
The two above approaches make use of some knowledge about the scan
in addition to the raw point location data. The remaining methods only
use point location data. One common theme is to divide the point cloud
into smaller cuboid regions. Filters can then be used within these regions
to reconstruct small-scale structures, or between these regions for large-scale
structures. These filters often make use of a pre-computed DTM to allow
point height to be used as a feature [29, 31]. Cheng et al. divided the point
cloud into small voxels of 10cm along each side. Voxels within one meter of
the DTM or in a region with a low vertical spread were rejected. These filters
are used to remove the ground and low lying objects. Any voxels belonging
to a group of three or more consecutively stacked vertical voxels were also
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rejected, as conductors generally have a very narrow vertical distribution of
points. For the remaining voxels, the eigenvalues are computed, and any con-
taining linear structures are retained. These filters are designed to preserve
small-scale horizontal linear structures in the point cloud but do not attempt
to remove larger scale non-conductor like structures. To filter these larger
structures the density of the neighbourhood around each voxel is calculated,
and any voxel with too few or too many neighbours is rejected. This density
filter is tuned to allow structures spanning in a single direction, like conduc-
tors, while removing more dense regions, like the edges of buildings. Melzer
et al. used a significantly large cell size of one meter [31]. Using a large
cell size can allow for better representation of the target structures within a
cell, but with the added difficulty of more complex structures being included
within the region, such as multiple conductors. To allow for multiple con-
ductors to co-exist within the same region, Melzer substitutes calculating the
regions eigenvalues for the Hough Transform, which can find multiple linear
structures. A more extreme method is that proposed by Jwa et al. which
uses a cell size of five meters [22]. Due to the large cell size, Jwa’s method
relies entirely on within cell filtering. Features created from a 2-Dimensional
Hough Transform, region eigenvalues, and point density analysis are com-
pared against those observed in a training set and cells are rejected based on
the results.
Each of the methods discussed above build up conductor primitives using
locally derived features. With the application of filters over various scales,
points belonging to conductors can be preserved, while non-conductor points
are suppressed. However, these methods still result in some non-conductor
points being falsely classified as belonging to conductors. The method pro-
posed by Guo et al. attempts to reduce the frequency of these false positives
by building a structural understanding of the scan [28]. Using the JointBoost
classifier with 26 features derived from geometry and Laser return informa-
tion, points within the scan are classified as either conductor, pylon, or fo-
liage. During later processing where the conductor points are combined to
reconstruct entire spans, the processing is limited to regions between pylons.
By first identifying the pylons, not only can the conductor search space be
reduced, but the conductor orientation can also be inferred. This knowledge
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regarding the conductor configuration is incorporated into the subsequent
steps of conductor reconstruction.
2.2.2 Conductor Modelling
The ultimate objective of all conductor recovery methods is to assign a para-
metric model to the span. These models all assume that each span is confined
to a single plane vertical plane [26]; as if the conductor is hanging directly
down and not at an angle as if blown by the wind. One of two different
models is then used to describe the shape of the conductor on the plane,
otherwise referred to as the conductor sag. While the physically accurate
model to describe a hanging conductor is the catenary, a parabolic model
is often substituted as the catenary equation uses a transcendental function
which can make model fitting more difficult [21, 30]. At the scale and ten-
sion conductors are expected to be under, the use of a parabolic model over
a catenary model is considered an acceptable compromise [29].
The vertical plane which the conductor lies on may explicitly be defined
as is the case with the method proposed by Melzer et al. [31] or refined
iterative alongside the sag model. The method proposed by Melzer uses
a Hough Transform to orient and localise the vertical plane. This plane
can then be used to segment the points before the conductor is recovered
by fitting a catenary model using RANSAC. Another method for recovery of
the conductor direction was proposed by Jwa et al.[27] which uses a Compass
Line Filter. The Compass Line Filter generates eight direction hypotheses
equally distributed around the compass, then estimates the span direction
by choosing the hypothesis with the lowest residual [32]. Jwa’s method then
goes on to estimate the sag model via a piece-wise process which extends
upon the base hypothesis. As new regions are added to the extremes of the
segmented conductor the model is refined by incorporating the new points
using least-squares. Jwa et al. later published an extension of their earlier
work which no longer used the Compass Line Filter, but instead iteratively
solved both the direction and sag models; where the direction was estimated
using local eigenvectors [22].
While the two previous methods use only the position of conductor prim-
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Figure 2.1: Diagram showing the planes perpendicular to the span used for
conductor clustering by Guo et al.
itives for model estimation, the method proposed by Mclaughlin et al. also
uses the locally computed direction of the conductor primitives to estimated
the conductor model [26]. This allows a conductor model to be estimated
using only two primitives rather than three. It also does not use a piece-
wise growing method, rather opting for primitives being incorporated into
the conductor model by consensus; similar to RANSAC.
Each of the conductor model recovery methods discussed above has relied
upon the conductor points or primitives derived from them. The method
proposed by Guo et al. also uses the conductor points, but unlike these
methods, Guo’s anchors the search space to the pylons at either end of the
conductor span [28]. Once this region between the pylons has been defined,
a constrained reconstruction of the conductors is performed. This conductor
space between the pylons is divided along its length into cuboid regions. The
points within each region are then projected onto a plane perpendicular to
the conductor heading; See Figure 2.3. The conductor points on each plane
are clustered using a region growing algorithm. By performing clustering at
small scales, the curve of the conductors can be ignored and clustering can
be done in 2-Dimensions. A descriptor of each clusters’ spatial relationship
with other clusters on the same plane is generated. The descriptor is used to
associated a conductor cluster on one plane with clusters on adjacent planes
belonging to the same conductor. This is a region growing approach based on
the spatial relationship with other clusters on the same plane, rather than
with the same cluster further along the span; common to other methods.




Mclaughlin et al. used the largest dataset for validating their method with
14 km of high voltage lines. Each of the conductors had 0.7-1 meters of
horizontal and 5-8 meters of vertical separation. Half of the dataset was
used for training the Gaussian Mixture Models for point classification and
the other 7 km was used for validation. Their method completely recovered
72% of conductors, and a further 15% where the conductors were either
partially recovered or split into multiple models [26]. Guo et al. was able
to improve upon Mclanglin’s work and push the performance to correctly
recover 90% of the conductors on high tension lines [28].
The method presented by Jwa et al. in 2016 was tested on seven spans
with varying levels of complexity [22]. One span of interest had elements
comparable to those found in urban environments; low and close to foliage.
Jwa’s methods correctly recovered between 60% and 90% of conductors, with
80% correctly recovered on the urban-like span.
By far the most comprehensive study in an urban environment was com-
pleted by Cheng et al. The method proposed by Cheng was tested along
800 meters of powerlines consisting of 6 conductors on three levels [29]. To
date, this is the highest performance seen with 94% of the conductors’ spans
recovered.
It is important to look beyond the presented performance when interpret-
ing the effectiveness of a particular approach. While the method presented
by Cheng achieved a very respectable 94%, the conductors are very homoge-
neous, running parallel and in a consistent layout. These conductor recovery
methods can have unintentional biases which can be masked unless tested on
a diverse set of data. In the method presented by Jwa above, only seven spans
were tested. There was a large amount of diversity between these spans, but
the small number of spans makes it hard to have a high level of confidence in
the performance of the proposed method. A point that is further reinforced




Previous methods for classifying roadside furniture using LiDAR typically
use a form of hierarchical classification to overcome the challenges associated
with dealing with large variances in point density. One approach is to divide
the scan up into large 3-Dimensional cuboid cells and then use various rules
to grow regions as proposed by Teo et al. [33]. The method proposed by Teo
uses flattened cells in lower portions of the point cloud which can only grow
vertically, and smaller cube cells above which can grow to include any adja-
cent occupied cells. These rules allow for objects with larger volume higher
up, e.g. trees, to be captured, while preventing all objects from growing into
one region via the ground plane. One significant drawback of using larger
cells is the need to split objects that lie in the same base cell using a post-
processing step. Alternatively, Cabo et al. proposed a method which uses
significantly smaller occupancy cells and then searches for specific structures
within them [34]. This eliminates the need for splitting objects in a post-
processing step, but is less generic as it requires a heuristic understanding of
the objects of interest.
Instead of using occupancy grids to produce a more uniform density for
processing, another common approach is to project 3-Dimensional points
onto 2-Dimensional surfaces. This projection step increases the point density
and can reduce the complexity of pattern matching. Bienert el. al used
this method to project tree trunks onto flat surfaces where they appear as
circular cross-sections [35]. In this 2-Dimensional space, Bienert can filter the
noise produced by small branches and identify the points belonging to the
main trunk. McCulloch and Green applied this approach to identify pole-like
objects in sub-urban environments [12]. While projecting onto 2-Dimensional
surfaces can reduce the complexity of signal processing, there is inherent
information loss and distortion. This distortion is especially apparent on
objects not aligned with the direction of projection; for instance poles at
exaggerated lean angles.
One issue with working with LiDAR data collected with a moving vehicle
is the non-uniform density of points within a point cloud; this can be caused
by occlusion by foreground objects [36] and the varying angles of incidence
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[37]. To improve the point density, we use a method of slicing and projecting
which is commonly used when extracting vertical pole-like structures [38, 39,
12].
This radius based rejection model is similar to the rejection criteria used
by Lehtomaki et al. who defined a cylindrical rejection model which is applied
in 3-Dimensional space [39]
2.3.1 Point-based Pole Classification
Point-based pole recovery is perhaps the most simple of the pole recovery
methods. Unlike many other approaches to pole recovery, point-based recov-
ery does not build up a structural representation of the pole, instead only
labelling the points. The method proposed by Munoz et al. in 2008 did ex-
actly this; local features were generated for each point, and pole classification
was achieved using a Directed Associative Markov Network. A similar ap-
proach was implemented by Guo et al. to recover lattice style pylons before
performing conductor recovery [28]. Guo’s method is further discussed in
the conductor recovery section above. Local features typically include point
location, surface normal, principal component analysis, and density. The
method proposed by Mallet et al. extended upon these standard geometric
features to include additional data provided by the LiDAR, including the
number of echoes in the waveform and the pulse amplitude [40]. With these
additional features, Mallet was able to distinguish reflective objects such as
signs and sparse objects such as tree canopies.
The ultimate goal, when creating features for point classification, is to
capture enough information of the surrounding environment to discern the
type of object the point belongs to reliably. The area of interest needs to
be large enough to include the pole-like attributes, such as cylindrical shape,
while not be so large as to include irrelevant information like whether the
grass around the pole has been cut. While a classifier can be trained to ignore
irrelevant information, increasing the signal to noise ratio will be beneficial to
performance. In the previous methods surface normal, and Principal Com-
ponent Analysis were two of the primary features used. These two features
both take the local distribution of points and distil them down into a mini-
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mal set of vectors. This works well if the point distribution is homogeneous
within the area of interest, but can tend to mask smaller scale structures
if they are present. To better describe the point distribution, Behley et al.
used spin images as features for their classifier [41]. Spin images take the
form of a 2-Dimensional histogram which is swept around some axis centred
on the point of interest. As the histogram is rotated, points will pass through
the cells of the image and these are counted. Often the axis of rotation is the
computed surface normal. However, the computed surface normal on poles
within a LiDAR scan can be unstable due to the high curvature and low
point density. Behley overcame this by instead rotating around the vertical
axis. One of the main outcomes of this research was that the resolution of
the spin images had little effect on the performance of the classifier. Instead,
the performance was more dependent on the radius of the histogram.
2.3.2 Pole Classification using Voxels
Depending on the density of the data within a point cloud, the individual
points may not contain a significant amount of information; they will also
be subject to some amount of noise generated during the measurement pro-
cess. One method to overcome these challenges is to combine the points into
some larger, albeit still primitive element. These primitive elements are gen-
erally called Voxels, a portmanteau of “volume” and “element”, analogous
to pixels in 2-Dimensional images. These voxels are generally aligned on a
3-Dimensional grid [34, 33] and can be as primitive as defining whether a
cell is occupied, or contain significantly more information, such as density,
colour, and surface normal.
An approach proposed by Aijazi et al. breaks the grid-based voxel trend.
These voxels referred too as super voxels are created through an iterative
algorithm. An unexplored point is selected, and a super voxel is created
from it and its neighbouring points. While these super voxels are axis aligned
cuboids, they vary in size to include all of the neighbouring points, See Figure
2.2. These super voxels include features which describe the surface normal
and laser return information. Objects are then clustered using a Euclidean
clustering algorithm and classified based on a predefined set of thresholds.
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Figure 2.2: Example of the floating voxels used by Aijazi et al.
Using this method, Aijazi was able to recover 90% of poles within the dataset.
A more traditional application of voxels is seen in the method proposed
by Cabo et al. Cabo had two reasons for the use of voxels, firstly density
normalisation, and secondly data compression. Voxels can work exceptionally
well for both of these, essentially downsampling regions of high density while
preserving structure at the designated scale across the entire dataset. Cabo
used a voxel size of 10 cm. To recover the poles from the voxel dataset 2-
Dimensional analysis was first carried out on each horizontal layer. Within
each layer connected components were clustered. The clusters were then
rejected if they were larger than the expected cross-section of a pole or they
did not include enough horizontal clearance with the closest neighbouring
cluster. After processing each of the layers within the voxel dataset, clusters
aligned vertically between multiple layers were combined. This method was
able to segment up to 94% of the poles within the dataset.
In the two previous methods, voxels have conformed to match the under-
lying data. However, voxels can also be used to enforce a particular structure
and enhance objects with the desired characteristics within the point cloud.
An example of this can be seen in the method proposed by Teo et al. Teo’s
approach was to use flattened voxels for regions less than 3 meters above the
ground, and cube-shaped voxels for higher regions; See Figure 2.3. The cube
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Figure 2.3: Example of the two distinct voxel sizes used by Teo et al.
voxels had sides with a length of 1 meter while the flattened voxels were half
as high and twice as wide. A Euclidean clustering algorithm was then used to
extract connected regions from the point cloud. The particularly clever part
is the use of 1.5 meters for the clustering distance. This threshold only allows
region growing vertically in the flattened voxels below 3 meters while allow-
ing growth in any direction above. The result is a heavy bias towards vertical
structures lower down while still allowing more complex structures high up
as seen in street signage and utility poles. Teo did use some post-processing
to separate objects that may have been co-located within the same flattened
voxels. For this, a point level euclidean clustering algorithm with a threshold
of 0.15 meters was used. Finally extracted objects are filtered based on their
height, position, shape, and cross-sections. Teo et al. achieved the high-
est performance of the reviewed voxels based pole recovery algorithms with
precision and recall of 96%.
2.3.3 Pole Classification using Cross-sectional Slices
The approach of using the pole cross-sections for classification is designed
to exploit the constant vertical structure of the pole along its length. While
modern approaches use multiple cross-sections derived from a 3-Dimensional
point cloud, earlier work by Press et al. attempted to use a single slice from
a single beam LiDAR [42]. Press’s single beam LiDAR was mounted on an
indoor robot which needed to identify objects within its environment to aid
in navigation. Press’s method searched each complete scan from the LiDAR
for the cross-sections of pole-like objects which appeared as arcs. Press was
then able to calculate the radius of the pole which was useful for identifying
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particular poles within the environment.
Since the work presented by Press, pole classification has moved into 3-
Dimensions, and a common approach has emerged. Generally a 3-Dimensional
point cloud is first divided into discrete horizontal slices, structures within
these slices are then clustered, and finally larger vertical structures are re-
constructed from the primitives within each slice [43, 39, 38]. Of course,
there is variation in how each of these steps may be executed. For instance,
Lehtomaki et al. didn’t use horizontal slices from a larger 3-Dimensional
point cloud but instead used separate sweeps from different lasers on a single
LiDAR unit. This approach allowed for pole classification without first per-
forming 3-Dimensional reconstruction of the environment allowing for real-
time operation.
While the above methods use cross-sectional slices for pole segmentation,
they can also be used to identify pole type as shown by Pu et al. [44]. Pu
first segmented objects within the point cloud by removing the ground and
clustering the remaining connected points. The clustered objects were then
filtered using a set of heuristics and features, including size, position, shape,
and colour. The remaining pole-like objects are then divided into horizontal
slices. The horizontal slices are checked against each other to ensure features
including shape and size are constantly found throughout them; as would be
expected from roadside poles. Unfortunately, this method resulted in a high
false positive rate of 60% as many trees were classified as poles.
2.3.4 Pole Classification by Ground Subtraction
Object segmentation by ground subtraction is by far the most common
method of segmentation in urban environments and is often used as a first
step towards pole classification [45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. The general ap-
proach is the same as described above in the method presented by Pu et
al. First points belonging to the ground are filtered from the point cloud,
then connected regions are clustered using a Euclidean-based clustering algo-
rithm. To filter ground points a height based filter is used in conjunction with
a Digital Elevation Model (DEM). While the construction of DEMs a large
field, there are two methods commonly used concerning LiDAR in urban en-
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vironments; those being iterative plane fitting and cell-based filtering. The
cell-based filtering approach generally divides the point cloud up into cells
on a horizontal 2-Dimensional grid. Within each of these cells, the computed
ground elevation is set to the lowest point. The cell-based DEM computation
generates a dense 2-Dimensional dataset that can then be further processed
using common image processing techniques such as a close operation to fill
areas where the ground was not observed [50], i.e under a house.
With the ground points removed, processing can begin on the remaining
structures. These remaining points are often clustered with a Euclidean-
based clustering algorithm [51, 45]. An additional pass over the clusters with
a K-Nearest Neighbours graph cut algorithm may be executed to separate
loosely connected objects which have been falsely joined [46, 47]. A crude
filter is usually then applied to remove any structures too large to be of
interest, such as buildings. It is after these first steps to segment and cluster
roadside objects that the discussed methods of pole recovery begin to diverge.
The points within each cluster can be individually classified, as seen in
the method presented by Yokoyama [47] and Tombari [48]; similar to the
point-based pole classification discussed above. Both used PCA to generate
features for each point. Tombari used an SVM to identify pole points followed
by a Markov Random Field (MRF) to cluster the classified points. This
method achieved a 75% recall with a precision of 81%.
The alternative to point classification is to classify the cluster in its en-
tirety. The method proposed by Golovinskiy used both shape features, in-
cluding size and PCA, along with contextual features such as whether the
cluster was in line with an other or next to a road. Golovinskiy also compared
multiple classifiers and found that the Random Forest achieved the highest
precision at the cost of recall, K-Nearest Neighbours and SVM had lower
precision and higher recall [45]. The method proposed by Velizhev et al. also
used cluster level classification. Like Golovinsky, Velizhev also used height
and location, but also used a single large spin image which encompassed the
entire object. The classification was then performed by finding the closest
matching pre-computed class. A dictionary of examples of each class was
created using K-Means on a set of pre-classified poles. This method resulted
in an 80% recall with a precision of 69%.
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2.4 Conclusions
A large amount of effort has been focused on developing a variety of meth-
ods for automatically recovering conductors from airborne LiDAR scans. A
lot of focus has been put on high tension conductors while infrastructure
in urban environments has been neglected. This could be for a variety of
reasons including the assets being of less importance than their high tension
counterparts, the more complex, cluttered environments they are located in,
and the logistical complexity of operating airborne LiDAR over densely pop-
ulated areas. In contrast, the automatic recovery of roadside poles using
vehicle-mounted LiDAR has been well researched; partially because poles
are significantly better represented when scanned from the side rather than
from above.
Because of the little amount of research that has been done to recover
power-lines in urban environments, there is a large amount of freedom re-
garding how one could approach this. With the large amount of research
that has been invested into pole recovery in urban environments, it would
seem that first recovering poles to inform the conductor recovery may be
an ideal approach; as touched on by Guo et al. By drawing on these two
areas of research, pole recovery, and conductor recovery, the development of





In this chapter, we cover the development of the Data Acquisition System
(DAS) used to generate the point clouds discussed in this research.
3.1 DAS Requirements
3.1.1 DAS Platform
During our initial development of the DAS, we were targeting two possible
survey platforms: ground-based vehicle and air-based, through the use of Un-
manned Aerial Systems (UAS). A vehicle mounted DAS can be both heavier
and bulkier than that of one designed for a UAS, allowing for more freedom
when choosing hardware. Meanwhile, an airborne DAS can be a lot more
flexible in choosing observation locations and can be used in areas without
road access.
The sensors discussed in this section were chosen because they met the
requirements in order to be mounted on a UAS: low power and light weight.
However, the team responsible for developing the UAS was disbanded and
the work on the UAS was shelved. Because of these factors, the DAS was
never flown, and all of our data has been collected from the rooftop of a
road-bound vehicle.
Towards the end of this research, we discovered that there was a third
DAS platform that could be targeted. In areas inaccessible by road vehicles,
the DAS could be mounted to linemen walking alongside the power lines.
While considerably slower than a vehicle mounted system, it is a lot faster
and less mentally taxing than the existing procedure which involves manually
measuring the lines with a laser tape measure. This is discussed further in
the Future Improvements section below.
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3.1.2 DAS Resolution
In this discussion, we have assumed the median distance between the con-
ductors and DAS to be 6.5 meters. This value is calculated by taking the
minimum overhead line clearance value of 6 meters [52], assuming that the
DAS will be mounted on top of a vehicle at 1.5 meters high, and scanning
from the road at a distance of 4 meters. In this scenario, we would expect
to see conductors no closer than 6 meters at their apex (lowest point) and
increase to at least 7 meters as they approach the poles. These can be consid-
ered the minimum resolution requirements. In reality, there can be multiple
levels of conductors, with the higher voltages further up the poles; in our
later chapters, we find them regularly above 10 meters.
3.2 Sensor Technologies
3.2.1 RGB-D Camera
An RGB-D camera is comprised of two sensors: a standard colour camera,
and one of several depth sensing technologies. These sensors are used to
capture a colour image and a depth image of the same region. A depth
image, like a colour image, is a 2-Dimensional array of pixels, but unlike the
colour image, each pixel represents a distance from the camera. These images
are normally rectified to account for any distortion caused in the camera’s
optics, and a linear transform is provided for mapping pixels between the
two images. These cameras were popularised in 2010 with the release of
the Microsoft Kinect [53], a sensor designed to be used for interacting with
their Xbox 360 games console. Since the release of the Kinect, we have
seen additional low-cost RGB-D sensors such as the Intel Realsense family of
sensors. There are three technologies which are commonly used by these low
cost RGB-D sensors; these are stereo-vision [54], structured light [55], and
time of flight [56].
RGB-D cameras which use stereo-vision, such as the Intel R200, cap-
ture two images from separate cameras; features common to both images are
extracted, and the depth of these points can be calculated using stereogram-
metry. Stereogrammetry requires the two images to have strong, distinct
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features to operate; the Intel R200 ensures such features are present, by pro-
jecting a pattern of infrared light into the imaged region. This approach of
aiding 3-Dimensional reconstruction is referred to as active stereo.
Structured light based RGB-D cameras project a known pattern of light
into the scene and observe how it is distorted. Because the light is projected
from a location offset from the camera, objects closer to the sensors will
experience higher amounts of distortion due to a larger angle of convergence.
The Kinect V1 uses structured light and an infrared camera to capture a
depth image. Unlike active stereo, structured light based sensors do not use
natural features to recover depth information. This means if the sensor is
in an environment where the structured light is unobservable, i.e., in direct
sunlight, the performance of the depth sensor will be reduced.
Time-of-Flight (ToF) based sensors measure distances by timing the du-
ration for light to leave the illumination source on the camera, bounce off
any objects in the scene, and return to the sensor. The Kinect V2 uses a pe-
riodically intensity modulated light source to illuminate the scene. The time
taken for the light to return to the sensor induces a phase shift in the observed
intensity. This phase shift can be measured by comparing the incoming wave-
form with that generated by the light source [56]. Greater distances result in
larger phase shifts. Unlike stereo-vision and structured light based sensors,
the accuracy does not degrade with distance. However, distances resulting
in a phase shift of more than one period become ambiguous with their less
than one period equivalent, and cannot be measured. For the Kinect V2, the
upper range limit imposed by the complete period phase shift is 4.5 meters.
One other benefit of ToF based cameras is every pixel on the depth sensor
can provide an independent depth measurement, unlike previously discussed
sensors which need to identify features spanning multiple pixels.
3.2.2 Testing
At the time of testing the Intel Realsense Cameras were not widely available,
and so are not included. Our testing did include the Kinect V1 (structured
light) and Kinect V2 (ToF) cameras and involved imaging two roadside struc-
tures from the rooftop of a stationary vehicle. The imaged structures were
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Figure 3.1: A comparison of depth image resolution between Kinect V1 (left)
and V2 (right). Distances of 2, 4, and 6 meters are coloured red. Distances
beyond 5 meters on the Kinect v1 are reported as having reduced accuracy
and have been coloured blue accordingly.
a lamp post (Figure 6.1) and a power pole with multiple conductors, cross-
arms, and insulators (Figure 3.2). Due to both sensors using infrared light
to measure distances, the tests were conducted after sunset, reducing the
amount of ambient infrared light in the scene. This was done to ensure the
best case performance of these sensors was measured [57].
Unfortunately, we found neither of the sensors were able to meet our
requirements. While larger structures such as the poles were detected (Figure
6.1), the sensors were not able to detect any points on the conductors (Figure
3.2). The Kinect V2 was able to detect thinner structures, such as supports
and guide wires, due to its higher resolution depth image. However, the
conductors have too small a cross-section to be detected at our target range.
Given these results, current commercial RGB-D cameras are not an ideal
primary sensor for scanning overhead utility networks.
3.2.3 LiDAR
LiDAR is a remote sensing technology similar to RADAR, but using pulsed
laser light instead of radio waves [58]. Like RADAR it measures distances
by timing the round-trip time for light to travel from the laser to the object,
and back to the sensor. It is tempting to compare LiDAR with the Kinect V2
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of depth image resolution between Kinect version 1
(left) and 2 (right). Notice that thin structures, such as the cable stay, are
visible in the version 2 image. See Figure 6.1 for explanation of colouring.
which also uses ToF to measure distance; there are however some significant
differences. The Kinect V2 requires multiple samples in time to measure
the phase of the modulated light and calculate the distance. LiDAR uses
a single pulse of light, measuring the time from emission to reception. The
main operational difference is the rate at which data is captured. The Kinect
V2 captures an entire field simultaneously at a resolution of 512x424, and
at 30 hertz. Scanning LiDARs, however, do not have the same concept
of a frame, they continuously rotate and each revolution blends seamlessly
into the next. The fact that each point in a LiDAR’s scan was captured
at a different time needs to be considered when performing reconstruction
operations. Because the LiDAR does not rely on measuring a phase shift like
the Kinect, it is able to measure greater distances without running into the
ambiguity problem discussed above.
After testing the RGB-D cameras revealed they are not ideal for our
application, we acquired a scanning LiDAR: the Velodyne VLP-16 (PUCK).
The PUCK is small enough to be mounted easily to the roof of a vehicle
or below a quadrotor. The name “PUCK” comes from its resemblance to a
hockey puck, see Figure 3.3. It is comprised of 16 lasers, each with a vertical
separation of 2° centred on the horizon. This gives a total vertical field of
view (FOV) of ±15° which scans around the unit and a nominal rate of 10
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Figure 3.3: The Velodyne VLP-16 (PUCK) LiDAR
Figure 3.4: Navya, an autonomous vehicle using two Velodyne VLP-16 Li-
DARs for localisation and obstacle detection. Currently undergoing trials at
Christchurch International Airport.
revolutions per second [59]. The PUCK has an effective range of 100m and
accuracy of ±3cm. Due to the PUCK’s small size and comparatively low
cost (USD$ 10,000), it is being targeted at applications in the autonomous
automotive and UAS fields, see Figure 3.4. The laser pulse of the VLP-16
has a divergence of 0.18 degrees and this is a significant factor in the return
signal strength. As the beam’s diameter expands beyond the cross-section of
the conductor, energy is wasted; only the portion of the beam intersecting the
conductor can contribute to the final measurement. Table A in Appendix A
contains a set beam to conductor ratios for different LiDAR configurations.
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3.3 DAS Construction
For this research we developed two DAS configurations, both use the LiDAR
as the primary means of data acquisition and an embedded Linux computer
for data recording, but differ in their configuration of supporting sensors and
software. We will refer to these two configurations as the Minimal DAS and
Complex DAS. The Minimal DAS is our second generation based upon the
Complex DAS, and while offering a subset of the functionality of the Complex




Choosing a mounting solution for the LiDAR is an exercise in compromise.
To optimise laser returns from the conductors the LiDAR should be posi-
tioned as close as possible to the conductors, and the laser beams should
have a high angle of incidence to them.
The LiDAR has 16 lasers, each makes 1875 samples per rotation; this
results in a significantly higher sample rate in the plane of rotation. When
choosing an orientation, some consideration should be given to increasing the
likelihood that the conductors will cross the paths of all 16 lasers. We also
want to decrease the laser/conductor intersection distance; as the distance
increases the laser’s cross-section increases. At 10 meters the laser beam
has a width of more than 4 times that of the conductor; the Puck’s laser
diverges at an angle of 0.18° [59]. With these considerations in mind, the best
configuration would be for the LiDAR’s axis of rotation to be parallel to the
conductors. This will increase the angle of incidence, decrease intersection
range, and increase intersection probability. However, there is one competing
consideration.
The algorithms we used for reconstructing the scanned environment re-
quire that a large amount of the scene is present between successive scans by
the LiDAR. Unfortunately, the configuration previously described for max-
imising conductor representation in the collected data does not look along
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Figure 3.5: Ford Mustang GT using four Velodyne LiDAR sensors mounted
in various orientations. Source: bizjournals.com
the direction of travel; instead, the axis of laser rotation is near parallel to
it. To maximise inter-scan feature overlap, we would instead prefer to mount
the LiDAR in an upright configuration, similar to many autonomous vehicles,
see Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
After an investigation where we tested various amounts downwards incli-
nation along the direction of travel, we settled on a value of 15°. At this angle
we can expect 14 of the 16 lasers will intercept the conductors within the 100
meters of effective range, with the closest intersection being 8 meters; see
Table 3.1 and Table A.1 for extended results. At 15° inclination the highest
angled laser will scan forward in the direction of travel, and will be able to
see up to 100 meters ahead of the DAS; the lowest laser will behave the same
in reverse, allowing for maximum inter-scan overlap. This balance in mount-
ing configuration allows the DAS to both scan the entire height of the poles
and obtain a good representation of the conductors, all while providing the
maximum inter-scan overlap to provide our reconstruction algorithms with
the best possible data.
Complex DAS
The Complex DAS was our first system used in the field to collect data. It is
based around the Odroid-C2 embedded Linux computer. Embedded Linux
computers are ideal because they provide many of the same I/O as desktop
computers, such as Ethernet and USB, but also provide I/O commonly found
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Figure 3.6: Google’s “self driving” vehicle with a single Velodyne LiDAR
mounted horizontally. Source: wired.com
Table 3.1: LiDAR / Conductor intersection characteristics for different lev-
els of LiDAR inclination. These values are based on a vertical separation
between the LiDAR and conductors of 4m.
0 Degrees 5 Degrees 10 Degrees 15 Degrees
Intersections <100m 7 9 12 14
Closest Intersection 15.5 11.7 9.5 8.0
Closest Coverage Ratio 6.10 4.9 4.2 3.8
on micro-controllers such as UARTs and I2C. Also importantly, they can have
large amounts of storage available for high-bandwidth sensors, such as the
LiDAR.
Connected to the embedded computer we have the LiDAR, GPS, and an
IMU, using Ethernet, UART, and I2C respectively, see Figure 3.7. These
sensors and computer are packaged into a small plastic container along with
a Lithium Polymer (LiPo) battery, see Figure 3.8.
The secondary sensors, GPS and IMU, are low cost off the shelf compo-
nents comparable to what would be found in most cell phones. The GPS
communicates with the computer using serial and is installed in the same en-
closure. The IMU needs to be directly attached to the LiDAR for its readings
to reflect that of the sensor. The IMU, an MPU-6050, was mounted inside a
small 3D-printed case, see Figure 3.9, and then attached to the underside of
the LiDAR.
The Complex DAS used the Robot Operating System (ROS) [60] for
recording sensor data. ROS provides facilities which makes it ideal for record-
ing sensor data. It uses a message-based form of inter-process communica-
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tion. Each sensor can have a dedicated process reading values and making
them available to others using these ROS Messages. This can be combined
with the application ROS-Bag, which can eavesdrop on these messages and
save them to a Bag file. These Bag files maintain all of the information within
these messages, including which process created them and at what time. A
Bag file can be “replayed” at a later time for analysis as if the sensors were
present and in the field. This function can be invaluable when developing
methods for reconstructing the scanned environment.
While performance and functionality of the Complex DAS were accept-
able, one major flaw was the poor usability and stability of the system. The
Robot Operating System requires a large number of additional libraries to
support it which can be difficult to compile and maintain in the limited
computing capabilities of an embedded computer. The Complex DAS also
required a great deal of technical knowledge to operate, including, Linux re-
mote administration and operation, and ability to launch a series of ROS
processes (nodes) in the correct sequence. These challenges ultimately led to
the development of the Minimal DAS discussed below.
Minimal DAS
The Minimal DAS was designed on what we had learnt from reconstructing
various scans based on the data collected by the Complex DAS (Section 3.4).
The Minimal DAS does away with ROS and the supporting sensors, IMU
and GPS, retaining only the LiDAR. Instead of using ROS Bag to record
and later replay the collected data for reconstruction, the Minimal DAS uses
TCPDump, a Linux utility, to save raw LiDAR data in the form of UDP
packets directly.
The Minimal DAS also switches out the Odroid-C2 for a Raspberry Pi
3 (RPi3) embedded computer. This results in a reduction in the available
RAM, from 2GB to 1GB, but without ROS installed this is still adequate.
The RPi3 has some advantages which made it an ideal computing platform.
It has a much larger community of users and developers resulting in software
that is generally better supported than that provided for the Odroid-C2.
It also has built in Wi-Fi which allows for the Minimal DAS to be easily
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Figure 3.7: Each of the DAS sensors is connected directly to the embedded
Linux computer.
administered using the web browser on a cell phone. Lastly, upon completion
of a scan the packet capture file (pcap) can be downloaded using the same
Wi-Fi network used for control.
3.4 Scan Reconstruction
For reconstructing a scan we used the LiDAR Odometry And Mapping
(LOAM) algorithm developed by Zhang et al [61]. The LOAM algorithm
can be used to recover the odometry of the DAS and re-project the scanned
points into a global coordinate space. LOAM deals with many difficulties
which arise when using a LiDAR to generate a dense 3-Dimensional point
cloud. LOAM can reconcile the difference between edges of structures and
edges of an observable region by applying a heuristic local filter. LOAM
stitches together successive LiDAR scans by generating two separate point
clouds, corners and planar surfaces, and then uses a variation of the Iterative
Closest Point algorithm to align them. LOAM is also able to overcome the
distortion present when the LiDAR is being moved while scanning. A single
revolution of the LiDAR takes 100ms; when travelling at 50kph this results
in 1.4 meter change in viewpoint. To correct this distortion, LOAM uses an
iterative process of aligning the point clouds to recover the odometry, and
using the derived velocity to partially correct the distortion.
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Figure 3.8: Complex DAS Hardware: LiDAR (1), LiDAR breakout (2), IMU
(3), LIPO battery (4), Embedded computer (5), GPS (6).
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Figure 3.9: The IMU (MPU6050) is fixed inside a custom case and mounted
to the bottom of the LiDAR.
Figure 3.10: A side view of a 1.4km straight road. Note the downward
distortion which is present when the LiDAR is inclined at higher angles.
Unfortunately, our reconstructions do contain a distortion in the form of a
downward pitch approximately along the direction of travel when the LiDAR
is positioned at higher inclinations, see Figure 3.10. We measured the total
distortion using a 1.8km circuit in an urban environment, see Table 3.2. For
smaller inclinations (≤ 10°) the drift has no preferred direction, however, at
15° the downward pitch is significant. The majority of the datasets used in
this thesis are less than 500 meters stretches of road and we take no measure
to correct this downward drift. However, before this technology can be rolled
out, this shortcoming needs to be addressed, and we have proposed several
solutions in Section 3.5.
One major consideration is the representation of the conductors in the
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Table 3.2: Reconstruction performance for various LiDAR inclinations over
1.8km





reconstructed scan. The LOAM algorithm does not use the conductors for
reconstruction, surfaces and corners are used, but in order for the conductors’
structure to be recovered, they need to be present in the final reconstruction.
We can see the inclination of the LiDAR does strongly influence the average
number of conductor points in the scan (Table 3.2) as predicted in our anal-
ysis (Table 3.1). A further discussion of the conductor recovery requirements
is contained within Chapter 6.
3.5 Future Development
The most significant problem with the DAS we have developed is the drift
that is experienced over longer distances. In our research, we were able to
ignore this issue because our algorithms were able to be developed using
scans less than 1km in size. However, for this technology to be practically
deployed some method of removing this distortion must be incorporated.
We experimented with two sensors for augmentation, an IMU and GPS, but
did not complete the integration because of time constraints coupled with
a lack of requirement for our work. Integrating an IMU would enable the
correction of the downward trend our reconstructions were experiencing over
longer distances. By measuring the orientation of the sensor the pitch down
distortion could be measured and accounted for. An IMU would not be able
to account for all drift over longer distances, and so we also suggest the
integration of a GPS. With a simple set up using consumer grade GPS an
accuracy of 5 meters is achievable [62], and more complex differential systems





The Classification Pipeline discussed in this chapter is the core framework
used for managing data and classification methods. In the following sections,
we outline the various concepts used to construct the pipeline. We also
discuss two classifiers used to recover the ground and foliage from within a
point cloud.
4.2 Motivation
During the early development of our classification methods, we found that
without a defined structure the code base would quickly become unwieldy.
To mitigate this, we set out to develop a pipeline which would allow for
various classifiers to be easily chained together, and define a standard set
of interfaces to allow for communication between them. We also wanted to
be able to assemble non-linear chains of classifiers, as this would allow for a
classifier to have dependencies from many previously executed classifiers.
4.3 Construction
The classification pipeline is constructed using three concepts: classifiers,
segments, and the pipeline.
4.3.1 Segments
Segments are used to represent knowledge about objects within a point cloud.
It is important to note that segments do not have a one to one relationship
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Figure 4.1: Ground segments rendered as short cylinders. The width of the
cylinder is determined by the radius of the ground segment.
with objects in the point cloud. Instead, it could represent a sub-component
of an object or may represent a region which could contain multiple objects.
Segments are created by classifiers and stored in a single collection main-
tained by the pipeline.
All segments inherit from a common parent segment data type. All seg-
ments have a location and a collection of points found in the global point
cloud which they represent. On top of this base information a segment will
have additional variables defined depending on the represented entity; these
are outlined below.
Ground Segment
The ground segment contains a minimal amount of data. Along with the base
variables, it only maintains the radius around the location which is known
to be ground. Throughout this thesis, ground segments are represented as
grey disks as seen in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Bush segments are rendered as green spheres. The radius of the
sphere is determined by the radius of the bush segment.
Bush Segment
A bush segment, like a ground segment, only has a radius variable. This
radius represents a spherical region around the segment’s location which has
been classified as being a bush. Bush segments are not only used for low
growing foliage but any plant with bush-like structure such as the canopy of
a tree. Bushes are rendered as a green sphere as seen in Figure 4.2.
Pole Slice Segment
The pole slice segment is used to represent regions of the point cloud that
are likely to belong to a pole. Like the previously described segments, pole
segments also have a radius which is the estimated pole size. The pole slice
also has a state variable which is used to indicate to later classifiers whether it
was able to be successfully stitched into a pole or if it is awaiting processing.
Pole slices are rendered as small vertical cylinders of various colours as shown
in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Pole slices are rendered as cylinders spanning between the two
layers it was create from. The radius is representative of the underlying
points. Segments which are successfully stitched into poles are rendered blue
while the others remain yellow.
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Figure 4.4: Pole segments are rendered as vertical cylinders spanning between
the recovered pole’s bottom and top and with radius determined from pole
slices used to create it.
Pole Segment
The pole segment is used to represent a known pole in the point cloud. It
contains multiple additional variables to represent the pole’s radius, height,
and orientation. It also contains a 2-Dimensional representation of the distri-
bution points making up the pole called a spin image. Each of these variables
are discussed in further detail in Pole Recovery chapter. Pole segments are
rendered as tall red cylinders as shown in Figure 4.4.
Link Segment
The link segment is used to represent the region between two adjacent poles
where there is a high likelihood of conductors being found. The pole link
maintains a reference to the two poles it is between and a list of the points
in the region of interest. The pole link segment is not normally rendered
because it would obscure the conductors within that region, but it is shown
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The wire cluster segment is used to represent a conductor within the point
cloud. It maintains references to the two poles it is suspended between and
the points that make it up. It also contains the model parameters used to
parametrically describe the conductor. Wire clusters are usually rendered as
yellow cylindrical curves, see Figure 4.6.
4.3.2 Classifiers
While segments describe some known information about the point cloud,
classifiers describe the method to ascertain said information. Classifiers are
invoked by the pipeline in a predefined order and have access to the raw point
cloud, along with any previously created segments. All classifiers inherit from
a base classifier and are provided with a common interface to the pipeline.
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Figure 4.6: Once a parametric model has been fitted to the conductor it is
rendered in yellow.
There are two classifiers involved in the process of recovering poles; these
are the Pole Slicer, and Pole Stitcher, which are discussed in depth in the
Pole Recovery chapter. There are three classifiers involved in the recovery
of conductors; these are the Pole Linker, Wire Clusterer, and Wire Fitter,
which are discussed further in the Conductor Recovery chapter. There are
also two additional classifiers for recovering the terrain and foliage within a
point cloud, the Ground Patcher and Bush Detector respectively; these are
discussed later in this chapter.
4.3.3 Pipeline
The pipeline provides the framework for classifying point clouds. It maintains
the collections of classified segments and classifiers. The classifiers are stored
in a data structure referred to as a chain, and invoked sequentially. When
a classifier is invoked, the pipeline provides it with references to the point
cloud and the collection of segments. By providing a reference to these data
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Figure 4.7: This image shows a high-level view of the operations which the
pipeline performs. After the point cloud is loaded into the pipeline, each
classifier (circle) is executed sequentially based on its position in the chain
(dashed box). As each classifier executes, it pushes any segments it created
into the pipeline’s collection of segments (lower box). Any previously created
segments can be used by the classifiers (checkered arrows).
structures, any changes made by a classifier can be seen by any later classifier.
Figure 4.7 shows a visualisation of this process.
4.4 Integration
The Classification Pipeline is compiled into a single dynamically linked li-
brary. This allows it to be built into both desktop applications and headless
services such as would be found hosted in the cloud. In our work, we have
only linked this library against our test application.
Our test application is responsible for loading the point cloud into the
pipeline and assembling the classifier chain as desired. This test application
makes use of OpenSceneGraph, a graphics framework, for rendering. Most of




The two classifiers discussed in this section were not developed as part of our
primary research goals. Instead, they were necessary to provide contextual
information to the pole and conductor focused classifiers.
4.5.1 Ground Patcher Classifier
The ground patcher was developed to provide a digital elevation model
(DTM) of the input point cloud for subsequent classifiers. Accurate estima-
tion of the ground elevation is required to estimate pole height and conductor
clearance.
Existing Methods
There are two common approaches to recovering a Digital Terrain Model
(DTM) from LiDAR collected data, the first looks for the lowest point in a
given region, and the second looks for flat regions.
When looking at the lowest point in a region several techniques can be
utilised. Aschiff et al. used a simple method of dividing the scan using a
horizontal grid with cells of 50 cm along each side, the lowest point in each
cell used to build up the DTM [64]. While this approach is easy to compute
it is also prone to failing in cells where the ground is not observed; Aschiff
et al. partially overcame this by disregarding any point higher than 10 me-
ters above the scanner. Instead of only using the lowest point in a region,
Landa et al. used a locally calculated threshold to specify which points will
be incorporated into the DTM [65]. The threshold used by Landa et al. is
calculated based on the distribution of points within the cell and compared
with the global distribution; in their research they tuned the threshold to
select points likely to be less than 0.5 meters above ground level. Mongus et
al. proposed an approach which recovers the DTM by developing interme-
diate terrain models of increasing resolution[66]. Like Aschiff, Mongus also
uses the lowest point in a given region but applies a series of morphological
filters to remove noise, such as points below the terrain caused by reflections,
and disjoint regions caused by structures, like houses and bridges. This is
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made possible because a lower resolution DTM can be used to inform higher
resolution stages of the likely ground location.
DTM recovery methods based around looking for flat areas in the point
cloud tend to be used when a much higher resolution of the ground is avail-
able, but may not be fully observed. Point clouds with these characteristics
are generated when the LiDAR is close to ground level such as on a car,
rather than an aircraft which tends to generate more uniformly observed re-
gions. Jaakkola et al. developed a method for exactly this situation [67].
Jaakkola first uses a classifier for identifying roadside kerbs. A triangulated
irregular network (TIN) is then used to recover the road surface. This ap-
proach is shown to recover a high-quality DTM, but unfortunately, cannot
be used to recover regions beyond the road kerb. Golovinskiy et al. used a
method based on local plane fitting [45]. Rather than confining the search
region like Jaakkola’s method, this operation is applied to all cells through-
out a horizontal grid. When a near horizontal plane is successfully fitted to
a region of points it is incorporated into the DTM. Calberg et al. described
a method based around finding the principal components for local groups of
points at regular intervals[68]. Calberg’s method defines two region types,
planar and scatter, which are defined based on the ratio of the region’s eigen-
values. A region growing algorithm is then used to build up larger planar
regions. Finally large, low, planar regions are selected to become part of the
global DTM.
Our method
In our ground classifier, we chose to use a method looking for local planar
regions rather than the lowest point. This is due to the non-uniform distribu-
tion of points generated by our DAS and the large shadowed regions caused
by general ground clutter.
Our method first filters out points with a low likelihood of belonging to the
ground. This is done by first finding the principal components of the region
around each point. In our implementation, the region of interest contains all
points within 0.6 meters of the point of interest. We check that the region is
planar by checking ratio between eigenvalues; eigenA ≈ eigenB  eigenC.
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We then check that the normal component is within 8° of vertical. This
removes all planar surfaces which are not close to horizontal. All points
that meet these criteria are then down sampled using a voxel filter with a
leaf size of 1 meter. This is the equivalent of taking the centroid of every
cell in a 3-Dimensional grid with edge size of 1 meter. This leaves us with
enough resolution to represent the terrain and provides us with a uniform
point density. Finally, we remove outlier points using the Statistical Outlier
Removal (SOR) algorithm. SOR computes the global mean distance between
a point and its k nearest neighbours. If any point is significantly further
away from its neighbours than the global average it is considered an outlier;
this requires two passes through the dataset. This removes all false ground
segments which are alone, or in small clusters on top of buildings, and cars,
which account for the majority of false positives.
4.5.2 Bush Detector Classifier
The Bush Detector classifier is used to recover the canopy of trees and plants
in the scanned point cloud. By recovering the canopy, we can draw compar-
isons between scans at different dates and measure the rate of encroachment
towards the conductors. We are also able to use the classified bushes to
search for any minimum clearance violations that may be occurring in the
network.
Existing Methods
When parametrising a tree there are two general approaches, either locating
the trunk first or the canopy. The trunk of the tree is a good starting point for
tree recovery algorithms because it offers a solid surface with little ambiguity
to its location. For trees that are maintained, such as those found in pine
plantations, it may be sufficient to fit cylindrical models to the trunks using
RANSAC, as proposed by Kelbe et al [69]. It is however likely that a more
complex model is required to accurately represent the tree’s trunk; in these
cases a method which processes the trunk as smaller horizontal slices may
be used [64, 35]. The slice based method proposed by Bienert et al. searches
each slice for trunk cross-sections which should appear as circular structures,
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it then searches for vertical stacks of these tree cross-sections. If more than
five cross-sections are found stacked upon each other, the rate of taper is
calculated. If the taper is within an acceptable range, a conical frustum can
be fitted to represent the tree’s trunk. These slice based methods can be
robust to deformation within a small number of slices and still recover the
trunk. We discuss these methods in further detail later in the pole recovery
chapter.
When tree recovery is performed from aerial LiDAR other methods are
required. This is because the tree’s trunk is likely highly shadowed by its
canopy. Methods which are based on canopy classification generally exploit
the fact that the canopy is partially opaque and will return LiDAR points not
only from the canopy surface, but also from its internal structure. Clode et
al. proposed a method which utilises a LiDAR with dual return [21]. Clode’s
method looks for points on the same LiDAR pulse with a large vertical sep-
aration; this would be the case when the laser hits part of the canopy and
continues on to hit the ground below. When a dual return LiDAR is not
available, methods which look at the distribution of points can be used to
detect the canopy. Both Carlberg et al. and Lalode et al. use a scatterness
measure calculated using the principal components in small regions of points
[68, 70]. Regions with a near uniform point distribution will have a high
scatterness value and are tagged as likely belonging to the canopy of a tree.
Our method
The method employed by the Bush Detector is very similar to that of the
Floor Patcher, but instead of searching for planar regions, it searches for
regions of uniform point distribution. We use a scatterness measure to detect
regions with a high likelihood of belonging to part of a tree’s canopy.
The Bush Detector first down samples the point cloud using a voxel filter
with a leaf size of 0.5 meters. For each of the down sampled points, a region of
interest is defined which contains all points in the original point cloud within
0.5 meters of the current point. The principal components of distribution
of the points within this region of interest are found. The distribution is
flagged as a potential Bush Segment if eigenA >= eigenB >= eigenC > 0.3,
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which is the case for a near uniform point distribution. Finally, a Statistical
Outlier Removal filter (SOR) is applied to remove Bush Segments with few
neighbours; this is found to remove the majority of false positives.
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Chapter V
Proposed Method for Utility Pole Recover
5.1 Introduction
In a vehicle-based LiDAR scan of a utility network, the conductors make up
a tiny portion of the points within the scan. Recovering these conductors is
made more difficult by their unknown shape, orientation and location within
the scan. For these reasons it was decided that first locating the utility poles,
and using these to inform the conductor search was an ideal approach. Utility
poles are generally near vertical and have heights between 6 and 12 meters.
The method discussed here exploits these known characteristics of utility




One issue with working with LiDAR data collected from a moving vehicle
is the non-uniform density of points within a point cloud; this can be due
to occlusion by foreground objects [36] and varying angles of incidence [37].
These non-uniform densities can make small-scale features like surface nor-
mals challenging to recover on objects of high curvature like utility poles. To
improve the point uniformity, a method of slicing and projecting was used,
which is a common approach when extracting vertical pole-like structures
[38, 39]. In this implementation the scan is divided into a set of discrete hor-
izontal layers with a thickness of SliceThickness, see Figure 5.1. All points
within each slice are then projected onto a horizontal plane. By project-
ing vertically onto the slice plane, the point density can be increased with
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minimal information loss and distortion to vertical structures.
Figure 5.1: Example of a point cloud after horizontal slicing and projection
5.2.2 Pole Segment Recovery
Once all points within the cloud have been projected onto their respective
planes, the search for pole segments can be initiated. This is a multi-pass
operation which first uses a Euclidian distance based clustering method to
identify all point clusters within a slice. Any point within 0.3 meters of an
existing cluster is added to it. Otherwise, a new cluster is created. After
all of the points have been clustered, any clusters consisting of less than 10
points are disregarded. The second step is to reject clusters that do not
reassemble that of a pole cross-section. The segment rejection process first
locates the centroid of the cluster. The distance threshold PoleRadiusThresh
is defined, and the proportion of points beyond this from the centroid is
found. If more points lie beyond the PoleRadiusThresh than defined by the
PoleInlierPortion value, the cluster is rejected. This radius based rejection
model is similar to the rejection criteria used by Lehtomaki et al. who defined
a cylindrical rejection model which is applied in 3-Dimensional space [39].
Figure 5.2 shows an example of accepted pole segments. Any pole segment
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that passes these rejection rules then has its radius defined as the mean
distance from the centroid for all of the clustered points.
Figure 5.2: An example of accepted pole segments superimposed over the
sliced point cloud. Note there are many singular false positives, but the
poles are well represented as stacks of pole segments.
5.2.3 Segment Stitching
The pole segment recovery step generates a large number of pole segments
which are primitives used to reconstruct complete poles. Many of these pole
segments will be false positives, and instead of belonging to a pole, will rep-
resent a small area of the point cloud where the local point distribution is
similar to a pole-like structure. The segment stitching operation is used to
reject a large number of false pole segments and begin the pole recovery.
Starting with the lowest most layer, each pole segment is used to seed a pole
which is grown up through the layers searching for additional pole segments
which are aligned with the existing pole. A pole segment is aligned when
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its cross-section overlaps that of the uppermost pole segment currently be-
longing to the pole. If a new pole segment satisfies this alignment condition,
it becomes the new uppermost pole segment of the pole. This method of
stitching poles is robust to breaks in pole segment continuity because it does
not only search the next layer but all higher layers.
Once all pole segments have been processed into potential poles, the pole
rejection conditions are applied. The first condition checks the number of
pole segments used to create the pole. Instead of defining the pole coverage
directly as a minimum number of pole segments, it is defined as vertical
distance PoleSegCoverage. For instance, with a PoleSegCoverage of 2 meters
and a SliceThickness of 0.25 meters, a minimum of 8 pole segments would be
required for a pole to be preserved. The second rejection criteria looks at the
height difference between the bottom-most pole segment and the topmost.
Any pole like structure with less vertical coverage than PoleSegDeltaHeight
will be rejected. It is important to note that this metric does not directly
measure the height of the pole as that is not known yet. Instead, this is an
indicator of pole height and as such, the threshold is set to a conservative
value, approximately half the height of the target poles.
5.2.4 Pole Parametrisation
The first step of pole parametrisation is to find a point that lies along the
pole’s major axis. This point is found by taking the centroid of the location
of each pole segment used to define the pole. The orientation of the pole
is found using Principal Component Analysis (PCA). By performing PCA
on each of the pole segments’ locations the major axis of the pole can be
recovered. Using these two data points, pole centroid and major axis, we
can fully constrain the orientation of the pole and constrain the location to
somewhere along that axis. Finally, the pole radius is defined as the mean
radius of each of the pole segments used to define it.
5.2.5 Pole Refinement
After pole parametrisation, it is important to perform some additional re-
finement to find the bottom and top of the pole accurately. To find these
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Table 5.1: Algorithm Configuration
Description Variable Nominal Value
Slice Layer Thickness SiceThickness 0.25 meters
Pole Radius Threshold PoleRadiusThresh 0.30 meters
Pole Inlier Proportion PoleInlierPortion 10%
Pole Required Coverage PoleSegCoverage 2 meters
Pole Required Height PoleSegDeltaHeight 4 meters
Pole Refinement Radius PoleRefineRadius 0.5 meters
extremes, each point within PoleRefineRadius from the pole’s major axis is
projected onto the major axis. If that projected point is more extreme than
any before it, it will become the new top or bottom of the pole.
This completes the pole recovery process as each pole’s location, orienta-
tion, radius, and height has been found.
5.3 Results
The proposed method’s primary goal is to accurately find the top of utility
poles to seed the search for inter-pole conductors. Two metrics were used
to assess performance. The first is a measure of the precision and recall of
the pole detector, and the second is a comparison between the computed
pole height and that found by human inspection of the point cloud. For all
testing, the algorithm was configured with the default values as seen in Table
5.1.
5.3.1 Pole Recovery
The locations of all 37 utility poles in the Gilberthorpes dataset were success-
fully recovered, see Figure 5.3, along with the two partially observed lamp
posts off the main street. All 13 utility poles in the more cluttered Hounslow
dataset were successfully recovered. There were no false positives in either
dataset.
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Figure 5.3: Example of pole recovery (Gilberthorpes).
5.3.2 Pole Height
For the 37 poles in the Gilberthorpes dataset, the height values computed by
the proposed algorithm were compared with the measured heights. Overall
with the 37 poles, the mean difference between the computed height and
measured values was -8mm with a variance of 25mm.
Of the 37 poles, there was one significant failure to detect the height of the
pole correctly, see Figure 5.4. This was where the lower portion of the pole
was entirely shadowed by a vehicle parked in front. In this case, the pole was
computed to be 0.78 meters shorter than the human measurement. There
are two points to note for this measurement. Firstly the human measured
height is of degraded reliability due to the difficulty in identifying the bottom
of the pole. Secondly, a visual inspection shows that the top of the pole was
recovered with a similar accuracy to that of any other pole in the dataset.
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Figure 5.4: Failure to detect the lower portion of the utility pole due to
complete shadowing from a parked vehicle.
5.4 Discussion
The described method performed well on the two datasets with the recovery
of all 50 poles. This performance compares well to other modern pole recovery
methods such as that proposed by Cabo which achieved a recall of 94% over
57 poles. Cabo’s method was also designed to recover trees and other pole-like
street clutter, it is to be expected that the utility pole recovery performance
is reduced when targeting multiple object types.
While a high recall rate is essential, it is also necessary that the pole tops
be accurately located for seeding the conductor search. The metric used to
judge a pole top’s accuracy was pole height, as it is an easy and reliable
measurement to make. This metric indicated good performance of pole top
localisation with an average height error of 8mm and a standard deviation of
25mm. It is worth noting that the actual pole top accuracy is likely higher
because the accuracy of the height is dependent on the accurate recovery of
both the top and bottom of the pole. Locating the bottom of the pole can
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be error-prone due to ground clutter shading this area; an example of this
can be seen in figure 5.4.
While the method discussed can recall all poles in the dataset and accu-
rately locate the pole tops, in situations where the pole is not well observed
from all angles it can be pulled off centre towards the direction of observa-
tion. This is because the pole location is found using the points’ centroid to
find the centre of the pole segments. A more intelligent method of finding
the centre of pole cross-sections such as a geometric centre could reduce this
effect. While this tendency for poles to be slightly off centre is a limitation
of this method, the effect is not significant enough to be detrimental to the
recovery of conductors.
This pole recovery method makes assumptions that the pole is upright,
and a significant portion of not necessarily connected regions of the pole will
be scanned by the LiDAR. Using these assumptions, and variables to describe
the height and radius of the target poles, the location, orientation, and size
of poles within a LiDAR scan can be reliably recovered.
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Chapter VI
Proposed Method for Conductor Recovery
6.1 Introduction
As discussed in the Foundational Work chapter, the automation of conductor
recovery in urban environments has not been well explored. The work that
has been done as approached the problem by trying to isolate the conductor
points through a series of filters. The method presented in this chapter at-
tempts to make use of the non-conductor points within scan rather than disre-
garding them. This approach to conductor recovery is designed to overcome
some of the challenges associated with operating with data collected from
vehicle-mounted LiDAR. Also outlined are the the method’s short comings
and the false assumptions that were made; both of which will be addressed
in the following chapters.
6.2 Methodology
6.2.1 Conductor Search Space
One unfortunate side effect of LiDAR data collected from a ground vehicle is a
significant amount of strand-like sequences of points occur in regions that are
only partially observed (See figure 6.1); particularly near the periphery of the
scan where there can be a lot occlusion from other objects. These strand-like
artefacts are not commonly found in aerial LiDAR scans because the vantage
point provides less opportunity for objects to shade each other. To reduce
the likelihood of the many strand-like sequences of points interfering with
the conductor recovery process, we define a sub-section of the point cloud
between two utility poles as the conductor search region. This conductor
search region is generally well observed as it is near the path travelled by
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the ground vehicle; as such it does not contain many strand-like sequences
of points.
Before the conductor search space can be defined, the set of all utility
poles is searched for pairs of poles which could potentially share a conductor
span; this is based on their distance apart. In the following work an inter-
pole distance of 50 meters was used; approximately 20% greater than any
observed spans in our datasets. This value is generally known ahead of time,
based on the type of utility poles being scanned.
Once a pair of poles which are close enough to be connected with con-
ductors is found, the conductor search space can be defined. The conductor
search space is a cuboid shape with the two poles being located in the centre
of opposite faces; thus defining the length of the region. The width of the re-
gion is three meters, and it extends vertically to include all points; effectively
infinity.
To reduce the degrees of freedom for the remaining conductor recovery
steps, the points within the conductor search space are transformed into a
local coordinate system. This transformation between the global and local
coordinate systems is comprised of a rotation (See Equation 6.1) and trans-
lation (See Equation 6.2) component. Both of these are calculated using the
pole top locations for the two poles at either end of the span (pATop and
pBTop). The resulting conductor search space transformation is shown in
Equation 6.3. For the remainder of this chapter we will refer to the three axes
of this coordinate space as spanwise (horizontal direction of the conductors),
cross-spanwise (horizontal direction perpendicular to conductor direction),
and vertical.









Figure 6.1: These two images show the many strand-like sequences of points
contained within a scan; including one conductor span highlighted in red.
transformation =

cos(rot) − sin(rot) 0 trans.X
sin(rot) cos(rot) 0 trans.Y
0 0 1 trans.Z
0 0 0 1
 (6.3)
There are two other significant benefits of using this conductor search
space. Firstly, the number of points to be searched is drastically reduced
from the entire point cloud to generally less than one hundred thousand.
Also, the two endpoints of the conductor search space are defined by the
utility poles, any conductors within the search space can be assumed to be
close to parallel to the semi-major axis of the search space.
6.2.2 Clustering Plane
Before conductor models can be fitted to the points within the conductor
search space, the points need to be clustered into individual conductors.
Clustering points into conductors can be challenging due to the low density
of points representing them.
The density of points is so low that regularly the nearest neighbour of
a point will be on an adjacent conductor; instead of further along the same
conductor. This is problematic for any algorithms which cluster based on
the spatial separation of points. Higher level features can be derived from
the conductor points to inform the clustering algorithm; such as using the
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Figure 6.2: Example of the points within a conductor span after projection
onto the clustering plane. Left is the complete clustering plane, right is a
closer look at just the conductors
eigenvectors of local regions to traverse along the conductor spans [28]. How-
ever, the proximity of conductors and low point densities in our scans would
require that the windows used to calculate these features be so large as to
include multiple conductors; thereby having less value in separating them.
Despite the low point density hindering the effectiveness of spatially based
clustering, it makes sense to attempt to use these methods because we know
they are spatially separable. To improve the density of the conductor points,
the conductor search space is collapsed along the span-wise direction. This
transformation converts the problem from clustering 3-Dimensions to cluster-
ing on a 2-Dimensional plane perpendicular to the span-wise direction (See
Figure 6.2); referred to as the clustering plane. During the collapse of the
conductor search space all points closer than 2.5 meters to a pole are ignored.
This is to avoid cross-arms and other pole decorations such as street lights
being included on the clustering plane. This distance of 2.5 meters is referred
to as the “pole ignore radius”.
When projected onto the clustering plane, the points belonging to the
conductors form vertical stripes. This structure is due to the shape of the
conductors; with the lowest most points of the span at the bottom of the
stripes. These stripes will always be vertical because the conductors are
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hanging freely.
6.2.3 Cross Span-wise Density-based Clustering
The Cross Span-wise Density-based Clustering (CSDC) algorithm was devel-
oped to exploit the vertical structures present on the clustering plane. It was
a simple method to act in place of more complex clustering methods, while
the rest of the conductor recovery pipeline was developed. While CSDC was
developed as a placeholder, it is a surprisingly effective clustering method,
and elements of its design are present in the following described clustering
algorithms.
The CSDC algorithm performs clustering by attempting to group points
based on their local density along the cross span-wise axis. This cross span-
wise density can be seen in Figures 6.3 and 6.4. Early implementations of this
method used a histogram to measure the point density and a hard threshold
to segment regions of the histogram into clusters. There are two significant
limitations to this approach. Firstly, there is a trade off when selecting the
resolution of the histogram; buckets too large may not be able to distinguish
different conductors, while too small and local noise can become a problem.
Secondly, the hard threshold requires that the least dense cluster must be
more dense than the most dense region between clusters; an assumption that
is not always true as seen by the PDF in Figure 6.3.
To overcome the limitations of the initial histogram based CSDC the
histogram was replaced with a probability density function (PDF). The PDF
is found using the Kernel Density Estimation algorithm with a Gaussian
kernel. With the new underlying continuous density model, the threshold
function was replaced with the mean-shift algorithm [71]. The mean-shift
algorithm uses only local changes in density and thus can find clusters with
densities lower than that of other inter-cluster regions. A threshold function
is still used to cull clusters of very low-density which is trivial using the PDF.
By using the mean-shift implementation of the CSDC, single layers of
conductors can be reliably clustered. However, this algorithm is based on
the assumption that clusters are separable using the point density along only
the cross span-wise direction. This assumption can be broken when spans
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have multiple levels of conductors. For these spans, if a conductor on an
upper level is directly above a conductor on a lower level, the conductors will
not be separable using only the cross span-wise density; an example of this
can be seen in Figure 6.4.
One other significant limitation is that the CSDC cannot cull out points
belonging to non-conductor objects within the conductor search space; such
as the ground and ground clutter. The CSDC uses a hard threshold to remove
points too far below a vector linking the two pole tops. For the multi-level
conductor span shown in Figure 6.4 a threshold of five meters was used to
include both layers. However, in the single layer example, a threshold of five
meters will include a significant amount of ground clutter that will pollute the
density function; a threshold of two meters is used instead. This value needs
to be dynamically found, but the CSDC currently has no way of doing this
and the value is manually provided. Because the CSDC inherently cannot
separate vertically aligned conductors, we decided not to attempt to solve
this dynamic threshold problem. The two clustering algorithms discussed in
the subsequent chapters have methods of overcoming these limitations.
6.2.4 Conductor Model Fitting
The final step is to fit a model to the clustered points. The conductor model
is comprised of two components, the cross span-wise location, and the sag
model. By splitting the model into these two components, the sag model can
operate to a 2-D plane and only describes the sag for a given distance along
the span. While the cross span-wise component describes the 3rd dimension;
where the conductor is located along the cross-arms.
The conductor sag model can be selected from one of two models. Ideally,
the catenary curve should be used; which describes a cable hanging under
its weight. Alternatively, a parabola can be used; which describes a cable
hanging with a load distributed along its length, for instance, a suspension
bridge. While the catenary is the physically correct model to use, there
are two reasons why a parabola may be used in its place. The catenary is
a transcendental equation which can be difficult to fit using a least-squares
method and can become unstable. Secondly, under the conditions conductors
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Figure 6.3: CSDC method on a single level of conductors. The cross span-
wise PDF shown in green is estimated using a Gaussian kernel with a band-
width of 4cm.
Figure 6.4: CSDC method on two levels of conductors. Note the conductor
in the lower left has been clustered with the conductor above.
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are normally found, relatively high tension with small amounts of sag, there
is little difference between the two models.
In this work, both the parabola and catenary models were used. The
parabola (Equation 6.4) can be easily and reliably fitted to the conductor
points using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [72]. The catenary (Equa-
tion 6.5) can also be reliably fitted assuming good initialisation parameters;
most sensitive of which is the scaling factor a. Both models share the values
h and k which describe the root of the model, while the scaling factor a
differs between them.
Neither of these models accounts for forces other than gravity influencing
the shape of the conductors. Wind provides the most significant potential
force that could act on the conductors and could cause the conductors to
swing like a pendulum. These forces are ignored because it is not possible
to scan the conductors with LiDAR in windy conditions because of the long
acquisition time.
y = a ∗ (x+ h)2 + k (6.4)
y = a ∗ cosh(x+ h
a
− 1) + k (6.5)
Once a model has been fitted to the conductor points, it is checked for
validity using two rules. The first check is that the shape of the conductor
describes a conductor hanging under gravity and not floating upwards. The
second check is that the ends of the conductor are at a sensible height; not




The Hounslow dataset is a stretch of road 400 meters long with a significant
amount of ground clutter and foliage near the power lines. Along the west
side of the road, there are six conductor spans with four conductors and
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Conductors Communications Errors
West 24/24 3 2
East 3/3 0 1
Crossing 4/4 0 23
Table 6.1: CSDC Hounslow Results
one communications line. Along the east side, there are five poles and three
conductor spans. There are also four spans bridging the two sides. The
four conductors running along the west side are the primary interest as they
provide power for the entire street. For this dataset, the CSDC used a search
window extending two meters down from the pole tops.
Table 6.1 shows the CSDC performance on the Hounslow dataset. On the
west side, there were two clustering errors. These were caused by a cross-
arm and a tangential conductor entering the conductor search region. There
was also an additional cluster on the east side caused by a tree within the
conductor search space. The spans crossing the road contained significantly
more clustering errors; 14 were tangential conductors and one was from a
cross arm. However, the span with the largest number of errors did not
contain any conductors but had a tree between the two poles causing eight
false clusters.
Gilberthorpes dataset
The Gilberthorpes dataset used is a section of road 150 meters long con-
taining three primary conductor spans, each with two levels of conductors,
three on top and four below. There are also three conductor spans crossing
the road. For this dataset, the CSDC used a search window extending four
meters down from the pole tops. This allows for both layers of the primary
conductor spans to be projected onto the clustering plane.
Table 6.2 shows the results of the CSDC on the Gilberthorpes dataset.
There were three errors along the primary spans, one of which was within
each span. For two of the spans the upper centre conductor was partially
split and the other span had the upper centre conductor clustered into one









Table 6.3: CSDC Gilberthorpes 2m Results
there was one false cluster where a street lamp attached to a power pole was
hanging within the conductor search space.
Gilberthorpes top layer dataset
This is the same Gilberthorpes dataset as above, but with a search window
extending only two meters down from the pole tops. This results in only the
topmost layer of conductors being projected onto the clustering plane.
Table 6.3 shows the performance of the CSDC on the Gilberthorpes
dataset using a conductor search space extending two meters down from
the pole tops. The was one error on the primary conductor spans where the
centre conductor on the upper level was split into two clusters and one error
on the secondary spans where a street light was within the conductor search
space.
6.3.2 Conductor model fitting performance
To verify the earlier claim that a parabola can be used to approximate a
conductor under standard conditions, a span containing four conductors was
modelled using both parabolas and catenaries. Table 6.4 shows the com-
parison between the two models. The variables H and K show the fitter
root locations; which have less than one millimetre difference between the
two models. Importantly the cost function, which was Mean Square Error,
is identical to three significant places between the two models. The high
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Parabola Catenary
H K Cost H K Cost
Conductor 1 15.7784 -0.8902 0.013723 15.7781 -0.8902 0.013727
Conductor 2 15.9233 -1.0277 0.015553 15.9234 -1.0276 0.015550
Conductor 3 16.0505 -1.1476 0.036869 16.0507 -1.1475 0.036890
Conductor 4 16.0724 -1.2218 0.080967 16.0722 -1.2217 0.080965
Table 6.4: Comparison between parabola and catenary models. Variables H
and K describe the span-wise and vertical location of the roots. Cost is the
mean squared error of the fitted model.
Accepted Rejected
Conductor Cluster 31 0
Non-Conductor Cluster 11 17
Table 6.5: Conductor rejection for Hounslow dataset
precision of these numbers is given to compare the two models and not rep-
resentative of the actual accuracy of the models.
As expected there is no visible difference discernible in Figure 6.5. It is
only if we significantly extend the models beyond the length of the span the
two models begin to diverge; See Figure 6.6.
6.3.3 Non-conductor cluster rejection performance
Hounslow dataset
Of the 58 clusters found by the CSDC, eleven were incorrectly accepted
during the conductor fitting process; see Table 6.5. Ten of the eleven false
conductors were on a single candidate span which did not contain any con-
ductors but instead contained a tree. The CSDC created ten conductors from
this tree, and all of them passed the rejection test. The other false positive
was caused by a tangential conductor falling withing the conductor search
space. All eleven false positives can be seen in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.5: Example of parabola and catenary models. The parabola is draw
with a thicker line so it can be seen behind the catenary.
Figure 6.6: The parabola and catenary can only be shown to diverge if the
models are significantly extrapolated.
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Figure 6.7: Fitted conductors from the Hounslow dataset coloured based on
the rejection rules; yellow conductors pass while red are rejected.
Accepted Rejected
Conductor Cluster 8 2
Non-Conductor Cluster 0 1
Table 6.6: Conductor rejection for top layer in Gilberthorpes dataset
Gilberthorpes top layer dataset
The CSDC identified eleven clusters for conductor fitting. Of these eleven
clusters, eight were correctly identified as conductors, and one non-conductor
rejected; See Table 6.6. Two conductor clusters were falsely rejected because
the endpoints of the fitted conductors were above the threshold of 0.5 meters.
This poor fitting can be attributed to the low-quality clusters generated
by the CSDC; one of which was split into two clusters and the other only
clustered a small portion of the span. Regardless they were conductor points
that were rejected during the fitting process and thus are marked as errors.
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Accepted Rejected
Conductor Cluster 12 0
Non-Conductor Cluster 4 5
Table 6.7: Conductor rejection for both layers in Gilberthorpes dataset
Gilberthorpes both layers dataset
The CSDC struggles to split conductors on the different levels into separate
conductors if there is little cross span-wise separation between them. Many
clusters contain points from multiple levels of conductors which skews the
fitting process. Ideally, the rejection rules should reject any conductors where
the fitted model tries to describe more than one conductor. All four of the
accepted non-conductor clusters in Table 6.7 are cases where the model was
fitted to multiple levels. The rejection rules were otherwise able to distinguish
all conductor and non-conductor clusters.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented a method of recovering a model of overhead
conductors from vehicle-based LiDAR. This method can overcome challenges
like occlusion and variable point density that many earlier attempts were not
subject to due to the use of airborne LiDAR or significantly more expensive
equipment. Through the use of a clustering plane the inconsistent point
density along a conductor span can be compensated for; where conductor
traversal methods would otherwise fail.
The Cross Span-wise Density-based Clustering algorithm (CSDC) is shown
to be an effective method of clustering single layers of conductors and also
able to cluster multi-layer spans with an average of one error per span; caused
by conductors being inseparable along the cross span-wise axis. The most
significant failure by the CSDC was between two poles containing a tree
where conductors could otherwise be found. In this case, eight false clusters
were produced.
Many previous works have stated the catenary as being the correct model
for a conductor, before switching to a parabola based model with no further
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discussion. In Section 6.3.2 it is shown that under the conditions which
conductors are found there is, in fact, no practical difference between the
two models.
Finally after fitting models to the conductors, a rejection check is applied
to verify the conductors are an acceptable shape. This final pass has an
accuracy of 81%. A collective false negative rate of 4% and false positive
rate of 40% was observed across all datasets. Showing that this rejection
system is biased towards preserving conductors; a desired behavouir from
such a simplistic final check.
There are of course improvements which could be made to this system,
some of which are implemented in the two later chapters. Most notably is an
improved method of clustering which accounts for not only the cross span-
wise location of the conductors but also the vertical separation between them.
Such an improvement should reduce the number of clustering errors in multi-
level conductor spans. The most significant single failure of this system was
false conductors that were recovered from the search space between two poles
which contained a tree. A method of determining if a cluster is uniformly
distributed along the entire span instead of a single large cloud, could reduce
the occurrence of such errors.
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Chapter VII
Proposed Method for Conductor Clustering using Sag
Compensation
7.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the Cross Span-wise Density-based Clustering (CSDC)
method of clustering conductors was presented. While this method showed
promising results, under particular conductor configurations the CSDC would
tend to produce errors; namely when two conductors were aligned vertically.
The Conductor Clustering using Sag Compensation (CCSC) method dis-
cussed in this chapter is an evolution of the CSDC designed to be able to
robustly cluster conductors, even when they are closely aligned vertically.
The CSDC used a clustering plane when clustering the conductors. When
the conductors are projected onto this clustering plane they produce verti-
cal structures due to their sagging shape. These vertical structures can be
tightly packed, making 2-Dimensional Euclidean distance based clustering
difficult. To overcome this, the CSDC disregarded the vertical positions of
the projected points and clustered based on the cross span-wise density. In
contrast, the CCSC method discussed in this chapter attempts to maintain
the vertical information of these points, but remove their sag component.
By maintaining the vertical information conductors vertically aligned should
still be separable, while the removal of the conductor sag should increase the




The Conductor Clustering using Sag Compensation method, like the CSDC,
operates within a cuboid region which stretches between two poles. This
conductor search space extends vertically to infinity and has a cross span-
wise dimension of three meters.
7.2.1 Sag Compensation
The sag compensation step is a method of pre-processing the points before
projection onto the clustering plane to remove the sag from the conductors
and simplify the clustering task. In order to accomplish this sag removal, a
model of the average conductor sag needs to be estimated.
To estimate the average sag of all of the conductors the conductor search
space is divided into subregions along the span-wise direction (See Figure
7.1; referred to as windows. Within each of these windows, the centre of
mass of the conductor points is found. A conductor model is then fitted to
these resultant centre of mass points to estimate the span sag.
For this work a window size of 2.5 meters along the span-wise direction
was used. It is important that the window size allows for enough points to be
included to ensure a stable centre of mass is found. While also small enough
to ensure many centres of masses are found for robust fitting of a sag model.
With a mean span length of 40 meters, a window size of 2.5 meters gives 16
centres of masses. In practice, this value is less because points closer than
2.5 meters to are pole a disregarded as there are non-conductor points within
this region.
Before calculating the windows’ centre of mass, the windows need to be
further subdivided into panes. This is because the conductor search region
includes all points between the poles, i.e ground and clutter. Thus the win-
dows also includes these points. To remove non-conductor points, we first
assume that the conductors will be the highest points within a given window.
The highest point within the window is found and this will define the upper-
most boundary of the new pane. The bottom boundary is then defined as
being 0.25 meters below the uppermost boundary. The pane height of 0.25
meters was chosen because it is greater than a conductor would be expected
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Figure 7.1: Span sag estimation process calculates the centre of mass (blue)
for the top most points within each window.
to drop within a single window, but also smaller than the expected clearance
between a conductor and an object below.
Using a pane height of 0.25 meters results in only the topmost layer
of conductors being used for estimating the span sag. While ideally the sag
estimation model would be based on all of the conductors, there are challenges
to including multiple layers of conductors within the sag estimation. The
primary issue is that within a given window, the ratio of points between
different layers of conductors can change significantly; this instability is due
to the low number of conductor points within a window. This changing ratio
has the effect of pulling the centre of mass towards the conductor level with
more points; See Figure 7.2. The second issue with increasing the pane height
to include multiple conductor layers, is the number of conductor layers is not
known. If the pane height is too large, it may start to include ground clutter,
while too small and the lowest conductors may be missed. To avoid these
issues, only the uppermost conductors are used for sag estimation.
A filter is applied to remove any centre of mass points lying along the
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Figure 7.2: Comparison of windows’ centre of mass calculation using upper
most conductors (top) and all conductor layers (bottom).
ground. This can be the case when there are no conductors between two
poles, or the conductors are only partially observed; See Figure 7.3. This
check is primarily designed to aid in the recovery of conductors spanning
across the road, as these are typically not as well represented as conductors
running parallel. These partially scanned conductors can lead to some win-
dows having no conductor points, and thus the centre of mass falls to the
next highest object within the window; for spans crossing the road, this is
usually the road surface. This rejection check is implemented by measuring
the height of each window centre of mass above the vector linking the two
pole bottoms. If the height of the centre of mass is less than two meters above
the vector, it is not considered during the rest of the span processing. The
height of two meters was chosen because it is high enough to include most
undulations in the ground while still staying well clear of any conductors.
The 2-Dimensional sag model is then fitted through the windows’ centre
of masses. The sag model is only 2-Dimensional because it only needs to
describe the estimated sag for a given distance along the span. This sag
model is in reality just a conductor that is fitted to the window centre of
masses rather than clustered conductor points. Using this sag model we
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Figure 7.3: Demonstration of no ground centre of mass rejection (left) and
with rejection (right). Note the two spans that are crossing the road in the
lower portion of the images are pulled down by the ground centre of masses.
Also, note this centre of mass rejection inherently discards spans crossing
the road with no conductors; An example is shown in the middle right of the
non-rejection image.
can remove the sag from a set of conductors as seen in Figures 7.4 and 7.5.
All of the points within the conductor search region have the estimated sag
subtracted from their position when projected onto the clustering plane, See
Figure 7.6.
The sag estimation model has a second use as an indicator as to whether
two poles share any conductors. This is done by applying a series of rejection
rules to the sag model; as was done with fitted conductor models discussed
in the previous chapter. In fact, the same two rules are applied to check the
sag model has a valid shape (hanging downward) and the two ends of the
sag model do not extend more than 0.5 meters above their respective pole
tops. In addition to these, a third rule is used to check the lowest point of
the sag model does not hang closer than 2.5 meters from the ground. The
ground is defined by a vector between the two pole bottoms. The threshold
of 2.5 meters was chosen because under normal conditions no conductor
should be closer than twice that distance from the ground. But 2.5 meters
is higher than the majority of the ground clutter within close proximity of
the conductors, thus making it a good test as to whether ground clutter has
been incorporated into the sag model. Any two poles which are linked by a
sag model which does not pass all three of these tests is rejected from the
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Figure 7.4: The span sag estimation model (blue dashed) can then be used
to generate the de-sagged conductors (black dashed).
conductor clustering process.
7.2.2 Clustering
The CSDC method discussed previously used a 1-dimensional mean shift
clustering algorithm to identify conductors on the clustering plane. With
the sag compensation decreasing the vertical spread of the conductors on
the clustering plane, 2-Dimensional clustering methods can now be used.
While Mean Shift clustering is the preferred clustering method, K-Means
and DBSCAN are also compared.
Mean Shift Clustering
Mean shift clustering essentially tries to cluster points based on an estimate
of the cluster size. Through the use of a kernel function, the density of
points around each point is summed, and the point is shifted based on this
mean. This is repeated for all points until the system converges. If the kernel
function is too small conductors will be subdivided; too large and conductors
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Figure 7.5: An example of a sag estimation model (yellow) and de-sagged
points (white).
Figure 7.6: Comparison between original points projected onto the clustering
plane (left) and with sag compensation (right).
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will be combined. In this implementation, a Gaussian kernel function is used
with a bandwidth of 4 cm; the same as was used in the CSDC algorithm.
K-Means Clustering
K-Means clustering bares some similarity to that of the mean shift clustering
method. However, rather than seeding a mean with every point as with the
mean shift clustering, K means is used; where K is the expected number of
clusters within the dataset. Also unlike with mean shift clustering, a data
point can only belong to a single mean, the closest; which has the effect of
a repelling force between the means. The algorithm is considered converged
when further iterations result in no movement of the means.
The K-Means algorithm is sensitive to the initialisation of the means.
The means can be randomly initialised, but in this implementation, the K-
Means++ algorithm is used [73].
One significant limitation of the K-Means algorithm is the requirement
that the number of clusters needs to be known ahead of time. This is prob-
lematic for conductor recovery as this is not known. However, this can be
overcome by running the algorithm with a range of values for K and then
choosing the best result. This is done by taking the sum squared error for
each run and choosing the K value using the elbow method; the point where
adding more means results in diminishing returns.
DBSCAN Clustering
DBSCAN (Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise) is
significantly different from K-Means and Mean Shift. Instead of using moving
means to cluster points, DBSCAN uses a region growing method. DBSCAN
clusters based on point density and uses two variables to define this be-
haviour; minimum number of points, and a radius. Points with more than
the minimum number of neighbours within the search radius are core points,
which are used to grow the region. Points on the edge of a cluster with less
than the minimum number of points but reachable from a core point are
considered boundary points. Other points with too few neighbours and not
within the range of a core point are considered outliers. DBSCAN is the only
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clustering method here to explicitly label outliers.
DBSCAN does require the minimum cluster density to be defined before
starting. A trait that could be problematic because not all conductors are
equally well represented in the conductor search space. Higher voltage con-
ductors usually have a larger diameter which results in more laser returns
during the scanning process.
7.2.3 Cluster Rejection
One common failure mode of the CSDC method was producing clusters of
non-conductor points that appeared within the conductor search space. To
reduce the presence of these false positives a post-clustering filter is applied
to each of the candidate conductor clusters. This filter divides the conductor
search space into three equal regions along the spanwise direction. Any
clusters that do not have points within all three-thirds are rejected. The use
of three regions was chosen because it is the minimum number that can be
used, and thus results in the largest regions for checking occupancy. With
two regions a clustered object near the shared boundary of the regions could
be present in both, while also not being distributed along the span. Using
more than three regions decreases the region size and thus increases the risk
that a conductor will be rejected because it is not present within all regions.
7.3 Results
7.3.1 Sag Compensation
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 show the performance of the Sag Compensation. On
the Hounslow dataset, all primary and secondary spans were identified and
the sag correctly estimated. On the Gilberthorpes dataset 15 of 18 primary
spans and 6 of 8 secondary were identified and correctly estimated. On both
datasets, spans crossing the road were regularly missed. On the Hounslow
dataset this was due to the short span length decreasing the number of win-
dows available for sag estimation and thus increasing the likelihood that a
sag model cannot be fitted. However, because the spans crossing the road

















Table 7.3: Sag model recovery performance with a large pole guard region of
4 meters on the extended Gilberthorpes dataset.
models fitted to them, but they were distorted due to pole mounted street
lights hanging into the conductor search space; See Figure 7.7. To verify this
behaviour the sag estimation was re-run with the conductor search space
starting 4 meters from the pole instead of the 2.5 meters used previously.
With this increased clearance the number of modelled road crossing spans
increases from 6 to 11; See Table 7.3.
While the three previous tables show the performance of fitting a sag
model to the top most conductors in a given span; lower conductors must
also be analysed for spans with multilevel conductors. In some cases the sag
model fitted to the top layer is also a good model for the lower level; See
Figure 7.8. However in most cases the sag model does little to reduce the
point spread due to sag, See Figure 7.9, and in the worst cases the sag model
further increases the point spread, See Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.7: Example of sag models being distorted (red) by pole mounted
street lamps hanging over the conductors.
Figure 7.8: Example of span with two levels before sag compensation (left)
and after (right).
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Figure 7.9: Example of sag compensation on two levels (left) only correcting
the top level conductors (right).
Figure 7.10: Example of sag compensation model based on top level con-




Valid Sag Model 27 2
Invalid Sag Model 4 29
Table 7.4: Sag model rejection performance on the extended Gilberthorpes
dataset with a pole ignore radius of 2.5 meters
Accepted Rejected
Valid Sag Model 34 2
Invalid Sag Model 4 13
Table 7.5: Sag model rejection performance on the extended Gilberthorpes
dataset with a pole ignore radius of 4 meters
Accepted Rejected
Valid Sag Model 10 0
Invalid Sag Model 0 6
Table 7.6: Sag model rejection performance on the Hounslow dataset with a
pole ignore radius of 2.5 meters
7.3.2 Sag Model Rejection
The sag model rejection rules performed well on both datasets. On the
Gilberthorpes dataset with both the 2.5 and 4 meter pole clearance, two sag
models were rejected and four were accepted incorrectly; See Tables 7.4 and
7.5. The two that were rejected shared a common pole that was incorrectly
modelled and too short. This short pole resulted in the two connected sag
models terminating further above the pole than the 0.5 meter threshold.
Trees distributed along the span caused the four incorrectly accepted models.
On the Hounslow dataset the sag model rejection rules correctly accepted and
rejected all sag models; See Table 7.6.
7.3.3 K-Means Clustering
The K-Means clustering algorithm performed the worst of the three tested
clustering algorithms. Figure 7.12 shows the typical output for spans within
the Gilberthorpes dataset. While the K-Means++ algorithm does attempt
to spread out the initial centroids, the large distances between conductors
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on the top layer and between the layers results in the centroids being unable
to migrate between conductors. Conductors on the lower level tend to be
closer together allowing for the movement of centroids, but due to their lower
number of points compared to the upper level, K-Means++ did not tend to
leave enough centroids within proximity to represent each of the conductors.
The other difficulty with K-Means is determining the number of means
to use. Figure 7.11 shows the sum squared error (SSE) for a single two-
levelled span with a range of values for K and both random and KMeans++
initialisation. The correct number of clusters is eight, but the SSE does not
reliably fall until nine centroids are used. Even with nine centroids, K-Means
can still fail to converge optimally as shown by the largest SSE values.
7.3.4 DBSCAN Clustering
The DBSCAN clustering performed significantly better than K-Means. On
the Hounslow data 2/3 of the conductors were successfully clustered when
an epsilon of 4cm and minimum neighbours of 10 was used; See Table 7.7.
DBSCAN also performed well on the two levelled spans in the Gilberthorpes
dataset; See Table 7.8. DBSCAN was able to cluster all top-level conductors
and up to half on the conductors on the lower level; a better result than
Mean Shift (discussed below) and despite the poor sag compensation of the
lower level.
What is not immediately evident from Table 7.8, is that the relatively
flat performance of the lower layer is mostly due to a trade-off when se-
lecting parameters. With a large ε and small minpts, less dense clusters
are more likely to be recovered, but neighbouring clusters are more likely
to be merged. With the opposite parameters, smaller ε and larger minpts,
close dense neighbours can be segmented at the cost of losing less dense and
smaller clusters.
7.3.5 Mean Shift Clustering
The Mean Shift clustering algorithm was tested using a Gaussian kernel
with a bandwidth ranging from 3 to 8 cm. The Mean Shift algorithm was
able to match the performance of DBSCAN on the top level conductors
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Figure 7.11: Comparison between Random and KMeans++ initialisation
when searching for the optimal mean count using the Sum Squared Error
metric. The data used in this example contained three conductors on the
upper level and five on the lower. An example of the centroids can be seen
in Figure 7.12.
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Figure 7.12: A typical example of KMeans centroids after becoming stuck at
a local minimum. KMeans was explicitly given the correct number of means
and was initialised using KMeans++.
Min Points
ε 10 20 30 40
3cm 16 13 10 10
4cm 19 14 11 10
5cm 16 12 11 6
6cm 12 13 9 8
Table 7.7: DBSCAN parameter search on the Hounslow dataset. Values are
the number of conductors represented by at least one cluster which is not
shared with another conductor. There are 28 possible conductors.
Min Points
ε 10 20 30 40
3cm 39 / 27 38 / 21 28 / 17 18 / 11
4cm 39 / 20 37 / 25 33 / 20 20 / 14
5cm 39 / 15 37 / 17 34 / 17 22 / 17
6cm 39 / 15 37 / 13 35 / 13 23 / 11
Table 7.8: DBSCAN parameter search on the Gilberthorpes dataset. Values
are the number of valid clusters on upper level over the number of valid
clusters on the lower level. There are 39 conductors on the upper level and
58 on the lower.
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Table 7.9: This table shows the number of successfully clustered conductors
using Mean Shift Clustering with various bandwidths. Conductor spans with
two layers from the extended Gilberthorpes dataset were tested.
in the Gilberthorpes dataset with kernels sizes above 4 cm. On the lower
levels Means Shift clustering was consistently better than DBSCAN with
kernel sizes from 5 to 7 cm; See Table 7.9. On the Hounslow dataset all but
one primary conductor was clustered with kernel sizes of 4 and 5 cm. All
secondary conductors except those crossing the road were clustered for kernel
sizes of 5 and 6 cm. These 2-Dimensional kernels are all close in bandwidth
to the 4 cm used with the 1-Dimensional kernel in the CSDC algorithm.
The Means Shift clustering algorithm was more consistent than DBSCAN
at recovering the lower level conductors on the Gilberthorpes dataset. The
performance of the Mean Shift clustering algorithm is highly dependant on
how successful the sag compensation was. When the sag compensation per-
formed well, the lower conductors were all correctly clustered. However, as
discussed above often the lower conductors are not well sag compensated,
and in these cases, the Mean Shift clustering algorithm tends to split the
conductors into multiple clusters vertically; See Figure 7.13.
7.3.6 Successfully Modelled Conductors
After clustering and model fitting all conductors undergo the rejection tests.
The importance of this can be seen in Figure 7.14, which shows a large
number of non-conductor clusters which would otherwise result in conductors
being erroneously classified.
These non-rejected conductor models are the final output from the pro-
posed CCSC method. Table 7.11 shows the conductor recovery performance
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Figure 7.13: Two examples of Mean Shift Clustering with a bandwidth of
8cm. The upper figure shows the successful clustering of the lower conductor









Table 7.10: This table shows the number of successfully clustered conductors
using Mean Shift Clustering with various bandwidths. All conductors spans
from the Hounslow dataset were tested.
for the Hounslow dataset consisting of only single layer spans. Of the five
missed conductors only one was a conductor of primary interest and the re-
maining conductors were crossing the street. The primary conductor was
lost during the clustering phase and the four crossing the street belonged to
a span that did not contain enough occupied sag estimation windows to a
have a sag model fitted.
For the Gilberthorpes dataset the conductors have been further broken
down into conductor type and importance; See Table 7.12. Half of the pri-
mary (labelled top and bottom) and secondary conductors were successfully
recovered. However, less than one-sixth of conductors crossing the road were
recovered.
For comparison, the final set of conductors is shown in Table 7.13 using
DBSCAN instead of Mean Shift Clustering. Using DBSCAN no secondary
conductors or conductors crossing the road are successfully recovered. How-
ever, DBSCAN does result in 50% more lower level conductors being recov-
ered than the Mean Shift algorithm does. The leading cause for the complete
failure to recover secondary conductors and those crossing the road is their
significantly reduced representation in the point cloud resulting in a much
lower point density.
7.4 Discussion
Through the use of a sag estimation model, the clustering method is now able
to segment conductors with no horizontal separation. Moreover, this method
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Figure 7.14: Example of many erroneous conductor clusters prior to cluster
rejection. These clusters were generated with the Mean Shift algorithm from
a span within the Hounslow dataset.
Conductor Non-Conductor
Modelled Conductors 26 3
Missed Conductors 5
Table 7.11: Final output on Hounslow dataset using Mean Shift Clustering
with a bandwidth of 4cm. Of the five missed, four were crossing the street,
and one was in a span with three other neighbouring conductors.
Top Bottom Crossing Secondary
Modelled Conductors 29 27 3 5
Missed Conductors 25 54 16 5
Table 7.12: Final output on extended Gilberthorpes dataset using Mean Shift
Clustering with a bandwidth of 4cm.
Top Bottom Crossing Secondary
Modelled Conductors 26 41 0 0
Missed Conductors 28 40 19 8
Table 7.13: Final output on extended Gilberthorpes dataset using DBSCAN
with a bandwidth of 4cm.
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can operate with ground clutter and trees within the conductor search space;
something that was not possible with the previous CSDC method. This
flexibility removes the previous requirement that the lower boundary of the
conductor search space is defined before clustering; a value that needed to
be changed depending on the number of conductor layers.
The sag estimation model helps reduce the spread of points due to the
shape of the conductors; allowing for clustering in 2-Dimensions. However,
the previous assumption that a conductor sag model based on the upper level
of conductors could also be used to remove sag from lower conductors was
proven false. This finding was the primary reason that conductors on the
upper level were significantly more likely to be recovered than those on the
lower level in the Gilberthorpes dataset.
The sag estimation model also allows for the rejection of an entire span
without recovering each of the conductors and processing them individually.
This rejection is done by applying similar tests to those used to check a con-
ductor for validity. These tests both decrease the processing time by skipping
additional steps and also reduce the chances of falsely fitting conductor mod-
els to spans without any conductors. These sag model rejections performed
very well, and there was only one situation where a pole with an incorrectly
recovered height caused both connected spans to be falsely rejected.
The three clustering algorithms K-Means, DBSCAN, and Mean Shift have
been compared. Both DBSCAN and Means Shift clustering algorithms per-
formed well while the K-Means algorithm struggled to produce decent results.
The poor performance of K-Means is mostly due to the significant gaps be-
tween some of the conductors which stops the centroids from migrating be-
tween them. Even with the use of the K-Means++ initialisation algorithm
the performance was not improved enough to make the algorithm a viable
clustering method. Perhaps a more deterministic version of K-Means++
which removed the random element and purely selected the location with
the maximum residual probability could perform better. The other chal-
lenge with K-Means is the need to determine the number of clusters in the
dataset. One of the conventional methods of achieving this is the elbow
method, but as can be seen in Figure 7.11, there is no reliable elbow on these
datasets.
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The DBSCAN clustering algorithm performed comparatively well with
the Mean Shift algorithm. However, DBSCAN did fail to recover any of
the secondary conductors or conductors crossing the road. Both of these
sets of conductors are less represented than the primary conductors in the
point cloud; either because they were further from the LiDAR in the case
of the secondary, or because they were only briefly observed for the road
crossing conductors. This lower representation in the point cloud reduces
the density of points for those conductors. As DBSCAN operates based on
point density this is problematic. To overcome this limitation, the acceptable
point density could be reduced at the cost of increasing the number of false
positives. It also bears keeping in mind that there will be more extreme
conductor point densities than are contained within these datasets, longer
spans, thicker conductors, and changing materials will all affect point density
and reduces the reliability of the DBSCAN clustering algorithm.
Moving the Mean Shift clustering algorithm from 1-Dimension in the
CSDC algorithm into 2-Dimensions did reduce the quality of the conductor
clusters. While the top level conductors in the Gilberthorpes dataset and
single level conductors in the Hounslow dataset were comparatively well re-
covered, sag compensated conductors on lower levels were not. This is to be
expected because Mean Shift essentially tries to cluster based on the shape
of a region of points. Without the correct sag compensation of the lower
conductors, the shapes of these clusters are distorted. With correct sag com-
pensation of these lower layers the Mean Shift algorithm can be expected to
perform better; as indicated in Figure 7.13.
Finally, an additional conductor rejection rule was added. By checking if
the points of a conductor are well distributed along the span, clusters formed
by trees and other objects within the conductor search space can be rejected.
This is particularly important as the lower boundary of the conductor search
space is no longer manually defined and this causes a large number of non-
conductor clusters to be created; See Figure 7.14.
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Chapter VIII
Proposed Method for Conductor Clustering using
Multiple Sag Models
8.1 Introduction
The Conductor Clustering using Multiple Sag-Models (CCMSM) method
is designed to address the primary shortcoming of the previously discussed
Conductor Clustering using Sag Compensation (CCSC) method; poor sag
compensation of lower levels for spans with multiple levels of conductors.
The CCMSM processes each conductor level individually instead of using a
single sag model for all levels.
8.2 Methodology
The Conductor Clustering using Multiple Sag-Models method, like the previ-
ous CCSC and CSDC methods, operates within the conductor search space;
a cuboid region bounded at opposite ends by the utility poles and 3 meters
wide. However, the significant difference between the CCMSM and previ-
ous methods is the CCMSM attempts to determine the number of conductor
levels before projecting points onto the clustering plane. By identifying the
number of conductor levels within a span, the conductor search space can be
more intelligently divided up to avoid including non-conductor points during
the clustering phase, and to fit conductor sag models to individual levels.
8.2.1 Conductor levels determination
The conductor levels determination is an extension of the CCSC sag estima-
tion step. Like the CCSC method the span is divided up along the span-wise
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direction into a set of windows, and once again these windows each extend
2.5 meters along the span.
Within each window, the uppermost point is found and this defines the
top of a subregion referred to as a pane. The bottom of this pane is 0.5
meters below the top. The centre of mass of the points within this pane is
then found. The pane size in the CCMSM is twice that of the CCSC. The
reason the pane size was increased is that even though the conductors are
still not expected to fall more than 0.25 meters per window, there can be
some vertical separation between conductors on the same level towards the
centre of the span. It is important that all conductors on the same level are
contained within the same pane; thus justifying the pane height increase.
In the previous CCSC method, it was these centre of masses that were
used to fit the sag estimation model, and this was the end of the window
processing. However, in the CCMSM method, we begin looking for a new
pane directly below the last. This process is continued until all of the points
have been included into a pane (See Figure 8.1). The centre of mass for each
pane is then found; an example of this can be seen in Figure 8.2.
This process of dividing the window into panes and finding the individual
centre of masses solves two significant challenges the CCSC method had.
With the CCSC it was shown that increasing the pane size to include multiple
conductor layers resulted in unstable centre of masses as they were pulled
towards the conductor with the most points within a given window. The
other reason the pane could not be extended to include more than one level
of conductors is the number of conductor levels was not known. With this
process of dividing the window into multiple panes, both of these challenges
are overcome. Each conductor level is represented within each window with
its own centre of mass, and the height of each pane is small enough not to
include the points of any objects below.
The centre of masses within each window are then filtered (See Figure
8.4). The first filter is a proximity-based filter. Any centre of masses within
a window which have less than 0.60 meters vertical separation are deleted.
The threshold of 0.60 meters was chosen because it is 0.1 meters more than
the vertical size of a pane. If two panes are stacked closely and their centre
of masses fall on the same object then the average vertical separation should
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Figure 8.1: Each window is traversed downwards and new panes are fitted
until all points within the window are also included within a pane.
Figure 8.2: An example of the multiple centre of masses found for each
window. Note the bush in the lower right is partially within the conductor
search region and thus has centre of masses associated with it.
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Figure 8.3: The remaining centre of masses after filtering. Note all the centre
of masses belonging to the ground and the majority of the bush have been
removed. The single bush centre of mass remaining fell in a separate window
to the rest of the object.
be 0.5 meters.
This filter is designed to exploit the geometry of the conductors. Because
the conductor levels are thin, mostly horizontal structures and are contained
within a single pane, they will be represented by one centre of mass. Non-
conductor objects within the conductor search space will likely have more
than 0.5 meters in height and thus will span multiple panes, and have multiple
close centre of masses. It is these close centre of masses this filter removes.
The second filter removes any centre of masses less than 1 meter above the
vector linking the two pole bottoms. This filter is designed to remove points
along the ground. This second filter is required because often the ground will
have less than 0.5 meters in height difference within a single window. With
such a small variance in height, the ground will occupy a single pane and
result in only one centre of mass. The first proximity based filter will not
filter this single centre of mass along the ground and thus this second filter
is required.
It is important the filters be applied in the described order. By applying
the ground removal filter first, short objects may have most of their centre
of masses removed. It is conceivable that centre of masses towards the top of
their structure may have their neighbours culled and thus pass the proximity
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Figure 8.4: Example showing filtered centre of masses. COMs along the
ground are filtered due to their low height, those belonging to the tree are
filtered due to their close proximity to each other. The left most COMs
on the conductors are filtered because they belong to a window with the
incorrect number of COMs.
check. Figure 8.3 shows the filtered centre of masses from the two-layered
span originally shown in Figure 8.2.
Finally, the number of conductor levels can be found by taking the mode
of the number of centre of masses within each window. In the case presented
in figure 8.2 there are 10 windows with 2 centre of masses and 1 window with
3. So the number of conductor levels is correctly found to be 2.
8.2.2 Sag Compensation
Now with the filtered set of centre of masses and the number of conductor
levels known, it is now possible to fit the conductor sag models. The first step
is to group the centre of masses into collections based on their vertical order
within each window, i.e. all of the topmost centre of masses are grouped
together. The number of collections is set to the number of expected levels.
Any centre of masses which belong to a window with an incorrect number of
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Figure 8.5: Example of two fitted sag models and the centre of masses used
for fitting. Note the centre of mass that was part of a bush in the lower right
along with the two directly above in the same window are no longer present
when compared with figure 8.3
centre of masses are not included within the collections.
The decision to disregard all centre masses within a window with an
incorrect number of centre of masses was chosen because it is difficult to
identify those of which are invalid. If there are too few centre of masses
the conductor level missing is not known. Likewise, with too many centre
of masses, the identity of the extra centre of mass is also not known. It is
feasible that the validity of a centre of masses could be inferred by looking
at an adjacent window. But this requires that we make the assumption that
any anomaly in one window is not present in a neighbouring one; likely to
be an unsafe assumption.
Using these collections of centre of masses a conductor sag model can be
fitted for each level. This fitting process is similar to sag model fitting in
the CCSC method with the exception that the centre of masses have been
filtered and there is a high certainty that all of the centre of masses within
a collection belong to the same conductor. In figure 8.5 an example of two
fitted sag models is shown. Note there are two distinctly different curves for
the two levels; something the CCSC method was unable to describe.
The fitted sag models have the same validity tests applied as in the CCSC
method. The sag models are checked to be hanging under gravity and that
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they don’t hang closer than 2.5 meters from the ground. The ends of the sag
model are tested to ensure they don’t terminate more than 1 meter above
the pole tops. In the CCSC method this threshold was set to 0.5 meters
and resulted in incorrect rejections; for this reason, it has been extended to
1 meter.
The sag models can now be used to remove the estimated sag from the
conductors as the points are projected onto the clustering plane. In the
two previous methods, CSDC and CCSC, all points above a given height
were projected onto the clustering plane. With CCMSM the projection of
points onto the clustering plane can be more intelligently executed. Instead
of using a single clustering plane, a clustering plane is created for each sag
model. For each clustering plane, only the points with less than 0.25 meters
vertical distance from the associated sag model are projected onto the plane
(See Figure 8.6). With this approach, only points from a single conductor
level will be found on any given clustering plane. It is also unlikely that
non-conductor points will be projected onto the clustering plane because the
conductors should always have more than 0.25 meters of vertical clearance.
Figure 8.7 shows an example of the two clustering planes created from the
two levelled span referenced throughout this section.
8.2.3 Clustering
Clustering within the CCMSM method is significantly simpler than in the two
previous methods. This is because the conductors are better sag corrected
and there is generally no non-conductor points on the clustering plane. Either
DBSCAN or Mean Shift could be used to perform 2-Dimensional clustering
on the clustering plane. Interestingly, the 1-Dimensional Means Shift clus-
tering algorithm used in the CSDC method can also be used because only a
single layer of conductors will be found on each clustering plane.
8.2.4 Cluster Rejection
The need for cluster rejection is reduced because the CCMSM method at-
tempts to avoid projecting non-conductor points onto the clustering plane.
However, it can be re-purposed to reject smaller satellite clusters around
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(a) De-sagged upper conductor
(b) De-sagged lower conductor
Figure 8.6: Using the individual sag models, each level can be individually
de-sagged and projected onto the clustering plane.
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(a) Original Points (b) CCSC - Both Levels
(c) CCMSM - Upper Level (d) CCMSM - Lower Level
Figure 8.7: These figures show the projection of points onto the clustering
plane for the span featured in Figures 8.3 and 8.5. Figure (8.7a) shows the
points projected without sag removal, the points in the lower right belong to
a nearby tree. Figure (8.7b) shows a the projected points using a single sag
model as implemented by the CCSC method. Note the spread of the points
on the lower level has been increased by this model. Figures (8.7c) and
(8.7d) show the upper and lower levels after sag removal using separate sag
estimation models as implemented by the CCMSM method. The probability






Table 8.1: Sag model recovery performance on the Hounslow dataset.
conductors which can be present if the Mean Shift clustering bandwidth
is reduced. By rejecting these clusters and reducing clustering bandwidth,
more precise segmentation between close clusters can be achieved. The clus-
ter rejection used by the CCMSM method is the same as used by the CCSC
method. Any clusters not present in all three thirds of the span are rejected.
8.3 Results
8.3.1 Multi-level Sag Estimation
The Multi-level sag estimation performed well on the Hounslow dataset, fit-
ting valid sag models to all primary and secondary conductors; see Table
8.1. It performed so well that it fitted a sag model to a previously unno-
ticed second conductor level on a primary span at the peripheral of the scan.
Only one of the four spans crossing the road was recovered. The recovered
span took a longer diagonal path across the road, while the other three spans
were shorter and did not occupy enough windows along the span to fit a sag
model.
The Multi-level sag estimation also performed well on the extended Gilberthor-
pes dataset, fitting sag models to all 18 primary spans and 7 of 8 secondary
spans; See Table8.2. Over half of the spans crossing the road were also fitted,
primarily due to the spans being longer than those in the Hounslow dataset.
In one case where two conductors were crossing the road stacked vertically,
both were assigned a sag model.
8.3.2 Sag Model Rejection
The sag model rejection rules produced less false rejections than observed in






Table 8.2: Sag model recovery performance on the extended Gilberthorpes
dataset.
Accepted Rejected
Valid Sag Model 11 0
Invalid Sag Model 0 5
Table 8.3: Sag model rejection performance on the Hounslow dataset
Accepted Rejected
Valid Sag Model 54 0
Invalid Sag Model 10 8
Table 8.4: Sag model rejection performance on the extended Gilberthorpes
dataset
tor is allowed to terminate above the pole top. On both the Hounslow (See
Table 8.3) and Gilberthorps (See Table 8.4) datasets there were no falsely
rejected sag models. On the Hounslow dataset, all incorrect sag models were
rejected and 45% were rejected on the Gilberthorpes dataset.
8.3.3 1-Dimensional Mean Shift Clustering
The 1-Dimensional Means Shift clustering was able to cluster all primary
conductors with a kernel size of 3 and 4cm on the Hounslow dataset; see
Table 8.5. With larger kernels, the primary conductors began being clustered
together due to their proximity. All secondary conductors were correctly
clustered regardless of the kernel size because they all had larger clearances.
For the primary spans in the extended Gilberthorpes dataset, all top-level
conductors were clustered except when using a 3cm kernel. With the smaller










Table 8.5: This table shows the number of successfully clustered conductors
using 1D Mean Shift Clustering with various bandwidths. All conductor
spans from the Hounslow dataset were tested.







Table 8.6: This table shows the number of successfully clustered conductors
using 1D Mean Shift Clustering with various bandwidths. Conductor spans









Table 8.7: This table shows the number of successfully clustered conductors
using 2-Dimensional Mean Shift Clustering with various bandwidths. All
conductors spans from the Hounslow dataset were tested.
8.3.4 2-Dimensional Mean Shift Clustering
The 2-Dimensional Mean Shift clustering performed better over a broader
range of kernel sizes than its 1-Dimensional counterpart at extracting the
primary conductors on the Hounslow dataset; See Table 8.7. Upon closer
inspection it can be seen that while only a single level of conductors is being
clustered, there is still some cross span-wise overlap between the conductors
which will result in less defined boundaries between clusters when only 1-
Dimension is considered; See Figure 8.8. For smaller kernel sizes, not all of
the secondary conductors could be clustered.
The 2-Dimensional Mean Shift clustering was able to recover all top layer
conductors for kernel sizes greater than 4cm. With a kernel size of 4 cm 82
of the 90 bottom layer conductors were successfully clustered. A steady drop
off in performance in bottom layer clustering was observed for larger kernel
sizes due to the merging of closer conductors; See Table 8.8.
8.3.5 Conductor Recovery Performance
As with the previous conductor recovery methods, the performance of the
CCMSM was analysed by manual inspection. On the Hounslow dataset 23
of the 24 primary conductors, 2 of 3 secondary, and 1 of 4 crossing conduc-
tors were recovered; See Table 8.9. There were no false positive conductors
recovered. The one primary conductor that was missed belonged to a span
that was not well observed at the end of the scan; See Figure 8.9. The con-
ductor was clustered but then rejected by the rule requiring that conductors
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Figure 8.8: Example of 2-Dimensional Mean Shift clustering of primary con-
ductors from the Hounslow dataset. Note there is some cross span-wise
overlap which results in less defined boundaries if only the 1-Dimension is
used.







Table 8.8: This table shows the number of successfully clustered conductors
from the extended Gilberthorpes dataset using 2-Dimensional Mean Shift
Clustering with various bandwidths.
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Conductor Non-Conductor
Modelled Conductors 26 0
Missed Conductors 5
Table 8.9: Final output on Hounslow dataset using 2-Dimensional Mean Shift
Clustering with a bandwidth of 4cm.
Figure 8.9: Example of a poorly observed span which caused a primary
conductor to be rejected because it did not contain points along the entire
span. Clustered conductor points are rendered green and fitted models are
yellow.
have points distributed along the entire span. If this rule is removed the
conductor can be recovered (See Figure 8.10) at the cost of losing robustness
to non-conductor objects on the clustering plane.
On the extended Gilberthorpes dataset 90% of the top level conductors
and 91% of the bottom level conductors were recovered from the primary
spans; See Table 8.10. 25% of the conductors crossing the road and 75% of the
secondary conductors were recovered. All of the missed top level conductors
were the centre conductor. This centre conductor weaved from the left to the
right of the poles which caused the projected points to be spread horizontally
on the clustering plane; See Figure 8.11. This horizontal spread results in the
conductor being broken into multiple clusters. Furthermore, the left most
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Figure 8.10: Removing the requirement that a conductor cluster must have
points distributed along the entire span can increase conductor recovery in
less well-observed regions (left) at the cost of less robust rejection of non-
conductor objects on the clustering plane (right).
Top Bottom Crossing Secondary
Modelled Conductors 49 74 5 6
Missed Conductors 5 7 14 2
Table 8.10: Final output on extended Gilberthorpes dataset using 2-
Dimensional Mean Shift Clustering with a bandwidth of 4cm.
points of these clusters will be close to one pole while the right are closer to
the other. Because these clusters are more distributed towards a particular
end of the span, they tend to be rejected by the rule stating clusters must
be found along the entire length. It is for this reason that these top-level
conductors were missed.
On the Gilberthorpes dataset, there were also three falsely recovered con-
ductors. Two of these falsely recovered conductors were the result of two
shorter conductor spans being co-linear. While both of the short spans were
successfully recovered, they also produced two false positives when treated
as a single larger span.
Correctness and Completeness
For comparison with Cheng et al’s work on Extraction of power lines in urban
environments, we have adopted their two primary metrics (8.1,8.2).
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Figure 8.11: Example of the weaving centre conductor being split into two









An important note of difference is Cheng used the length of the conductors
while here the absolute count of conductors has been used.
Completeness Correctness
Hounslow - Primary 95.6 % 100%
Gilberthorpes - Top 90.7% 96.1%
Gilberthorpes - Bottom 91.4% 100%
Combined 91.8% 98.6%
Table 8.11: Completeness and Correctness for primary conductors in Houn-
slow and Gilberthorpes datasets.
Table 8.11 shows a break down of the completeness and correctness for
the CCMSM method. These metrics where generated based on the conductor
recovery rates rather than the estimated conductor length. This is because
the already recovered poles constrain conductor length in the CCMSM. The
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conductor count is a more reliable metric for our dataset as there is no second
measurement source to provide a conductor length ground truth.
Linearity Filter Approach
The voxel-based linearity filter used in Cheng’s method was implemented
and tested in the Hounslow dataset, allowing for a performance comparison
beyond the Completeness and Correctness values presented. The voxel-based
linearity filter removes non-conductor points by dividing the point cloud into
voxels and performing a linearity test on the structures within them. The
linearity test first computes the three eigenvalues (λ1 > λ2 > λ3) describing
the structure of the points within the voxel. The linearity of the voxel is then
calculated by comparing the two largest eigenvalues, as shown in Equation
8.3. The points within a voxel are disregarded if the linearity is below a
set threshold; 0.3 in Cheng’s work. The results of this experiment can be
seen in Figure 8.12. When applying the voxel-based linearity filter, the voxel
size needs to be less than the distance between conductors so that at most
a single conductor is contained within a voxel; for the Hounslow dataset the
voxel size should be less than 0.2 meters.
Linearity = (λ1 − λ2)/λ1 (8.3)
8.4 Discussion
In this chapter, the third iteration of our method of conductor recovery was
presented. The CCMSM overcomes many of the challenges the previously
presented methods struggled with, for instance, the recovery of multi-levelled
conductors, the rejection of foliage within the conductor search space, and
robust clustering of conductors with significantly different point densities.
When compared against state of the art in urban power line surveying us-
ing vehicle-mounted LiDAR we see a similar level of performance. In Cheng’s
work, a correctness of 99.1% and completeness of 93.9% was achieved. While
these numbers are slightly greater than those achieved by CCMSM; 98.6%
and 91.8% respectively; they fail to account for other differences between the
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Figure 8.12: Percent of conductor and non-conductor points removed by the
voxel based linearity filter performance on the Hounslow dataset as imple-
mented by Cheng et. al.
systems. While the distances between conductors is not given in Cheng’s
works, imagery from the surveyed street indicates that the conductors had
significantly more clearance between them than those processed by CCMSM;
See Figure 8.13. Many previous methods of conductor recovery, including
that presented by Cheng, rely on finding the eigenvectors to traverse along
the spans. As previously stated, using eigenvectors is problematic when the
conductors are close together. This is because it is difficult to include enough
points to generate stable eigenvectors, while not increasing the size of the
search space to where it is polluted with points from adjacent conductors.
By using the concept of a clustering plane instead of conductor traversal,
conductors far closer together can be recovered with comparable levels of
performance.
By increasing the allowable height a sag model can terminate above a
pole from 0.5 meters to 1 meter, the false rejection of sag models observed
in the CCSC method is mitigated. This is important, because like many of
the stages in the presented methods, once rejection has occurred, there is no
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means for recovery. It is for this reason that any stage where some object is
going to be rejected every effort is made to ensure a false rejection is unlikely,
generally at the cost of precision. Of course, this trade-off results in more
false positives being passed to the next stage. But subsequent stages can
continue to apply additional filters to reduce the false positive rate further.
One early assumption that was present in all three of the conductor re-
cover methods was that conductors run parallel to the span direction. While
this mostly held true, the centre conductor on the top level of the Gilberthor-
pes dataset attached to the cross arm on alternating sides of the pole. This
zig-zag path resulted in a distorted projection of the conductors’ points onto
the clustering plane. With larger clustering kernels these distorted clusters
could still be recovered but at the cost of merging the lower level conductors
that were closer together. Of course, different kernel sizes could be used for
different conductor levels, but this would require prior knowledge of the con-
ductor configurations. Instead, a method similar to sag compensation could
be applied to each level of conductors in an attempt to measure how far off
parallel the conductors are, and then subtract this difference as is done with
sag.
On the Hounslow dataset one primary conductor was missed at the end
of the scan where the point-cloud was less uniform and dense. The span
where the conductor was missed was only well represented at one end. While
the conductor was clustered, it was rejected because it didn’t have points
along the entire span. By disabling this rejection rule the missing primary
conductor and the secondary telecommunication cable below were recovered.
However, by removing this rule, other areas of the scan where trees were
inside the conductor search space resulted in erroneous conductors being
recovered; See Figure 8.10.
Two aligned short spans caused an unexpected failure. While the con-
ductors belonging to the two spans were correctly recovered, there were two
additional falsely recovered conductors produced by combining the two spans
into one. The CCMSM method performs no checks to ensure that the ge-
ometry of the poles is valid other than measuring their distance. A possible
extension would be to check a candidate span against those around it for
conflicting infrastructure.
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Figure 8.13: Comparison between Cheng’s Nanjing dataset (left), Gilberthor-
pes (centre), and Hounslow (right). Note the Nanjing image is from 2014




The availability of a low-cost method to survey overhead electrical in-
frastructure has huge value to owners and operators of transmission net-
works. This thesis has identified that there is no middle ground between
the high-cost airborne surveys and manually taking measurements directly.
By combining an affordable vehicle-mounted LiDAR with a set of algorithms
designed around the particular quirks of such sensors, a method of rapidly
surveying overhead conductors at a low cost is now possible. With this tech-
nology facilitating shorter time periods between the resurveying of circuits,
clearance tolerances can be more precisely defined allowing for higher utili-
sation of existing infrastructure through the use of Dynamic Line Rating.
Highlighted below are four distinct contributions presented within this
thesis to the management of electrical networks and the field of remote sens-
ing.
1. A method of recovering pole location and orientation with a focus on
accurate pole top localisation has been presented. This method is ro-
bust to portions of the pole being unobserved or the pole shape being
distorted by equipment attached to it or within close proximity. It is
also resistant to falsely reconstructing poles from trees and other tall
non-pole objects; a task which has proven difficult for previous methods
to achieve.
2. A novel approach to power line reconstruction using a contextual un-
derstanding of the environment instead of the more traditional point-
based classification. With the development of the clustering plane,
conductors can be reconstructed in configurations too tightly packed
for point-based features to operate effectively.
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3. Through the use of sag-compensation and conductor-level segmenta-
tion, conductors can be robustly clustered environments which previ-
ously proved problematic. This is a novel method which allows the
conductors first to be separated from their environment before the re-
covery of the individual conductors is executed.
4. Demonstrated that existing conductor recovery performance can be
achieved without the use of high-cost, survey grade LiDAR equipment.
There is still work to do to deploy this research, but given the results
demonstrated, the resources can be procured to complete this integra-
tion.
9.1 Future Work
One of the core principles used when developing the methods described in
this thesis was always to prefer false positives over false negatives. The rea-
soning behind this mentality was false positives can still be rejected later,
while generally speaking false negatives are lost. This reasoning, however,
cannot be employed in the final stages of classification and every effort must
be made to label the data correctly. Further research focused on improv-
ing the precision of which reconstructed conductors are rejected could yield
improvement to the system performance. Currently, conductors are rejected
based on their shape and position relative to the poles and ground, however,
testing the fit of the model to the underlying conductor points could prove
to be a powerful feature when detecting erroneous models.
The research focus of this work was on developing methods to reconstruct
electrical infrastructure from the collected point clouds. Fewer resources were
invested in the development of the Data Acquisition System; consequently,
there remain some areas for improvement. The integration of GPS and IMU
sensors have already been discussed; but with the rapid developments in the
field of autonomous vehicles, there are many newer approaches to be ex-
plored, such as the integration of monocular cameras for visual odometry
and object segmentation with modern machine learning techniques. In ad-
dition to improvement of the sensors comprising the DAS, there is also the
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possibility of integrating the DAS into other platforms such as unmanned
aerial vehicles or a portable configuration for handheld operation.
Going forward the focus will be on integrating the methods developed in
this thesis into the existing systems used for managing assets for power dis-
tribution. Throughout this research, no prior information about the location
or existence of assets was provided. However, it can be expected that when
augmented with an existing knowledge base containing the number, config-
uration, and rough location of assets, the system could run almost error-free
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